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Introduction

Benjamin Franklin: “Those who sacrifice liberty for security deserve neither liberty nor security.”

Five years into the 21st Century a dark and sinister cloud hangs over journalism around the world. More editors, reporters and media staff are killed, targeted, kidnapped and subject to violence than ever before. Independent media are under intolerable pressure.

This pressure comes directly from ruthless terrorists, with no respect for civilisation and human rights, who have targeted and murdered journalists in all continents. In Iraq alone, more than 50 media staff have been killed by political extremists and criminals, in pursuit of a grotesque agenda of hatred.

In society at large a deep anxiety and fearfulness has arisen following indiscriminate acts of terrorist violence against civilians on a massive scale in the United States, Indonesia, Spain, Russia, Morocco, Turkey and other countries of the Middle East. These attacks are challenging to democrats everywhere because they are carried out by shadowy groups with whom it is impossible to make a moral compact.

How do democratic countries respond to this threat? Are new laws now in effect proportionate to the threats posed by terrorists? What is the impact on our systems of accountability of new forms of international co-operation with decisions taken behind closed doors? And what are the challenges for journalism when policies restrict freedom of movement, increase surveillance of individuals and their communications, and undermine the cardinal principles of democracy -- free expression, open government and the people’s right to know?

In the days following the September 11th 2001 attacks on the United States, the IFJ carried out a survey of its member organisations on the response of governments to these acts of terror. That report revealed a fast-developing crisis for journalism and civil liberties.

This second report, prepared by the IFJ, with the assistance of the civil liberties campaign group Statewatch, makes an analysis of international co-operation as well as a review of the situation in some selected countries. It concludes that new national laws and unaccountable policymaking at global level have cut deep into the fabric of civil rights protection.

These questions were discussed in detail at the conference Journalism, War and Terrorism in Bilbao, Spain on April 2-3rd 2005. The conclusions of that meeting are attached to this report.
While governments have very different views on the question of pre-emptive military action, particularly against so-called “rogue states” (Afghanistan, Iraq and potentially others), they share very similar policy ideas from a national security perspective. Worryingly, in their pursuit of common strategies, some governments seem all too willing to sacrifice national traditions of scrutiny, open government and natural justice in the name of security.

This report identifies a number of global themes all of which impact upon human rights and the work of journalists. Taken together they reveal that fighting a war with no set piece military confrontation, no hard-and-fast objective, no clearly defined boundaries, and no obvious point of conclusion, inevitably leads to restrictions on civil liberties and principles that constitute the moral backbone of democratic society.

The findings are troubling and should ring alarm bells within media. It asks critical questions about international governance, about the mission of journalism in combating secrecy, about threats of self-censorship and, perhaps most importantly, about the role of media in alerting civil society to the erosion of basic rights.

But it is a crisis that cannot be solved by journalists alone. The report issues a timely rallying call to a wider coalition, of trade unions, media professionals, civil society groups and human rights campaigners among them. Democratic rights that have been secured after decades of struggle and sacrifice should never be lightly set aside.

Ben Hayes and Aidan White
1. THE MEDIA BATTLEGROUND

The war on terrorism is fought in a pervasive atmosphere of paranoia in which the spirit of press freedom and pluralism is fragile and vulnerable. This is “war” of a very different kind, fought in the shadows as well as the battlefield, and, inevitably, it is a conflict in which press freedom and pluralism have suffered.

It has also led to casualties among journalists and media staff. With 129 killed, 2004 was the worst year on record for journalists and media staff. The war in Iraq is a continuing tragedy in which journalists and media staff are prominent among the victims. Up until March 2005 some 73 media staff had perished since the invasion began two years earlier.

Although the dangers to media staff are increasing, journalists strive to feed the appetite of a world as hungry for news as ever. People want answers to questions to help them understand the context and complexities of this confrontation and the threat of terrorism. They are relying on journalists. But war is rarely good news for journalism not least because information is itself a weapon of choice for governments who do everything in their power to influence media coverage to suit their political and strategic interests.

Over the past three years there have been ferocious exchanges between government and media in the struggle to manipulate public opinion, sometimes with deadly consequences. The unique experience of media in the United States, the development of alternative voices in the Arab world, particularly the satellite channel Al-Jazeera, and the confrontation between the government of the United Kingdom and the BBC provide sobering case histories of the impact of the war on terrorism on journalism.

Al-Jazeera, founded in 1996 in Qatar, burst on to the scene when it broadcast a video of Osama bin Laden declaring holy war against the United States. The video was replayed on every American and most European networks, confirming that the Western monopoly on global news production had met its first serious challenge from a Middle Eastern source.

The channel has been praised and vilified in equal measure. It has had its offices in Kabul and Baghdad destroyed by the US army. A reporter has been killed. Like Al-Arabyia, whose Baghdad offices were bombed by terrorists in 2004 killing five employees, and which also lost two staff members at the hands of US soldiers, it has paid a heavy price for its editorial independence.

The mistrust of Al-Jazeera is deeply felt in political circles. Disliked by many traditional Arab governments, it has sparked particular resentment in the White House where officials have accused it of aiding terrorists and whose influence was certainly at work in the decision in 2004 by the interim Iraqi authorities to ban the station from Baghdad.

However, Al-Jazeera, which insists it maintains BBC-like traditions of broadcasting, is emblematic of a new generation of Arab satellite channels including Abu Dhabi TV and Al-Arabiya in Dubai, that report from a distinctly Arab perspective. They are reshaping the landscape of Middle East journalism. They interview political leaders from every point of view – whether US, Israeli or Arab. They give a platform to opposition leaders and run interviews with people never heard on Arab television before:
dissidents, intellectuals, opinion formers from all sections of society.

Above all, they give voice to public opinion, providing evidence of real progress in the region and challenging the almost racist assumption that democracy is not for the Arabs and the Arabs are not for democracy.

This has been an uncomfortable development for many Arab governments and for some politicians in the West, notably within the administration of US President George Bush who have riled against the questioning, critical tone of broadcasters who have failed to adopt the vocabulary, perspective and objectives of the war on terrorism as part of their news agenda. The US has responded by opening new fronts in the information battle between the West and the Arab world.

In February 2004 the US launched an Arabic-language satellite TV channel al-Hurra, meaning “The Free One” broadcasting directly to the Arab world. From its headquarters in Washington, a mixed team of some 200 Arab and US journalists say they are trying to harness US marketing skills attuned to Arab sensibilities.

They claim to be editorially independent. But the explicit intention is to provide an alternative to broadcasters such as Al-Jazeera or Al-Arabiya and the station struggles for credibility when it luxuriates in funding from US Congress worth $62m for its first year. It is by far the largest single international media development project ever funded.

Not surprisingly, al-Hurra provokes distrust and scepticism from Arab critics. It is, they protest, little more than satellite television diplomacy and the US would be better advised to spend its development dollars on policies as they affect the Arab world.

The criticism, attacks and harassment of Arab media and of Al-Jazeera in particular has been widespread and persistent including even a “denial of service attack” from the US which prevented public access to Al-Jazeera’s newly launched English language website for several weeks.²

Even more dangerous than the fixation with a single network has been the uncomfortable consequence of the war on terrorism on the relations between communities of different culture and religion. (See Below – Anti-Islam: Racism and Intolerance on the March)

Western media struggle to maintain even basic levels of professionalism in a charged atmosphere of fear, violence and intolerant political rhetoric. In the United States, constitutionally the home of the world’s freest media, journalism has suffered, particularly as a result of self-imposed censorship.

Whether or not the war in Iraq was, as many now argue, a grotesque fabrication in response to the tragedy of 9/11, it is undeniable that on both sides of the Atlantic a ferocious campaign was waged in the run up to the invasion to shield policymakers and the public from the truth about the situation.

The monstrous failure of the United States media to challenge the spin and dishonesty of the White House information machine and, particularly, the two lines of deceit that were fed into the public consciousness – that Saddam Hussein had weapons of mass destruction and that his regime was linked to Al-Qaeda and Osama Bin Laden – has provoked an unprecedented bout of hand-wringing and self-doubt among journalists in the US.

In the weeks and months prior to the war, the media in the United States were remarkably acquiescent. Statements and suggestions from the Bush administration about the need to confront Saddam – the policy of “regime change” – were hardly questioned.
In some respects this was hardly surprising, for the US media were still cowed by the harsh crackdown on dissenting voices which had followed the attack on New York and Washington. Administration officials in Washington were sharply critical of attempts to explain the origins of the attack except in terms of Islamic “fundamentalism.”

Commentators who suggested that American policies in the Middle East, for example, may have contributed to this drift towards extremism and terror were isolated. Some were sacked. Any argument that even hinted at rational justification or excuse for what the government identified as an incomprehensible, inexcusable act of mindless terror was swiftly stifled.

As a result, people were starved of reliable background information. The true picture of the Middle East was obscured by the political and strategic objectives of the establishment. People did not get any answers because media did not ask the right questions. The population at large, anxious and fearful followed the lead of their President and his key advisors who planted seeds of intolerance, which have taken root and may not be dislodged for some time.

Even today, in spite of Michael Moore’s Fahrenheit 9/11, Seymour Hersh’s brilliantly executed expose of torture by US soldiers at Abu Grahib Prison in Baghdad, and vivid daily reporting revealing that the plight of Iraqis has worsened considerably since the invasion, many Americans cling stubbornly to the view that Saddam was somehow linked to 9/11, that his government was developing new and horrifying nuclear and chemical weapons, and that the invasion was justified in the name of peace and democracy.

Today US reporters are subject to intense scrutiny. There have been a number of high profile court cases (see US section) to force journalists to reveal sources of information, one of them over a dirty-tricks campaign by White House officials who sought to discredit a critic of the war in Iraq. One other journalist, the first for many years, is serving a jail term under house arrest for refusing to disclose a source.

However, it is in Britain where the simmering antagonism between journalism and government over the war on terrorism came out into the open in the conflict between the government of Tony Blair and the BBC over the right to report the origins of the war in Iraq.

In the United Kingdom, media were more alert to the consequences of the war and the arguments about it. They were not burdened by the mood of tragedy and loss that constrained US journalism. As in many other countries, the British media divided into for and against camps with a lively public debate about the issues. These are always difficult stories to cover, but the ferocity of exchanges between government and the BBC over its coverage of Iraq policy and evidence that would justify going to war culminated in a gladiatorial struggle with Downing Street that was unprecedented in the station’s history.

This battle, which led to the suicide of David Kelly, a personable source for journalists covering the intelligence story, was a vivid drama in which a government’s natural wish to spin information in favour of its own strategic interests came up against journalism which resented political pressure and bullying.

The row erupted over an early morning radio broadcast (prime time listening for politicians, as it happens) and an allegation that government had deliberately manipulated intelligence information to support its contentions about the existence of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq in order to justify going to war.
The BBC and government fought over an allegation that government officials had interfered with - “sexed up” - intelligence information to justify going to war. This eventually led the government to reveal Kelly as the BBC source. After his death the government appointed an inquiry under Lord Hutton, who concluded that the BBC had been in error. The Director General of the BBC and the Chairman of the Board were forced out of office.

Interestingly, a later report by another public figure, Lord Butler, into the origins of the decision to go to war, suggested that what the BBC had claimed in the first place was not without foundation.

Today the people closest to this affair at the BBC, including Richard Sambrook, head of news at the time, and now chief of BBC World News, have little doubt that the original report about government “sexing up” intelligence information over the existence of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq was nearer the mark than they thought at the time.

The failure to find any such weapons damaged not only the image of intelligence services, for whom hard facts are the raw material for detached judgement, but illustrated how a government driven by political imperatives and intent upon careful and strategic management of information, will do anything, including hounding journalists and their sources, and will ruthlessly manipulate people’s access to information to suit strategic interests.

But it is not just the goliaths of global broadcasting that have been victims of the war on terrorism. Away from the war in Iraq, the seizure of Indymedia’s London-based servers by the FBI in October 2004, taking down the independent media network’s websites in 21 countries, was itself an outrageous act of disruption and saw the use openly for the first time of laws and rules adopted as part of the global war on terrorism and paints an alarming picture of how the growing web of international mutual legal assistance agreements may be used in future.

The IFJ, which called for an investigation into the role of police in Britain in co-operation with other agencies that led to the closure of the Indymedia websites, said the action was an intolerable and intrusive international police operation against a network specialising in independent journalism. “The way this has been done smacks more of intimidation of legitimate journalistic inquiry than crime-busting,” said the IFJ.

Indymedia sites provide challenging and independent reporting of political and social justice issues are open forums. Any member of the public can publish their comments.

The seizure of their servers followed visits by the FBI to Indymedia personnel in the US inquiring about the publication on the French site Indymedia Nantes of photographs of Swiss undercover police photographing anti-globalisation protestors. The Italian police were also interested in Indymedia because of its coverage of the prosecutions of police officers over their conduct during demonstrations at the G8 meeting in Genoa in 2001.

What appears to have happened is that following a request for assistance from the Swiss and Italian authorities, the Federal Bureau of Investigation in the US served Rackspace, the parent company of Indymedia’s UK-based service provider, with a subpoena to turn over the London-based servers. In asserting its jurisdiction in the UK, the FBI trampled on the protections Indymedia should have received under UK law.

Though the seized servers were subsequently returned (without formal explanation), Indymedia has no opportunity for legal redress. Procedural guarantees in international law have failed to keep
pace with global law enforcement cooperation and now pose a serious challenge to established human rights protections.

2. Disciplining Dissent and Free Expression

In the United States, it has not been just the media which have suffered, even if some of their wounds have been self-inflicted. George Bush’s famous claim that “either you are with us or with the terrorists” has polarised society, provided the basis for a wide-ranging legal assault on civil liberties through the Patriot Act and the Homeland Security Act, and instituted a clampdown on free speech in the media and academia while limiting the rights of citizens at large.

Increasing concentration in media ownership and increasing government and corporate influence over academic research mean that the same curbs are evident in Europe and the world over. In countries that have never known freedom of expression, the war on terrorism has added to existing twilight conditions. It has become a further check on the progress towards democratic reform.

NGOs, charities and other civil society groups also face attempts to control or curb their activities. The thesis promoted by the US and its partners is that terrorist groups use laundered money for their activities and that charitable and non-profit organisations are potential conduits for these groups.

The US “National Money Laundering Strategy” of 2003 thus proposes increased surveillance of domestic charities by various law enforcement and security agencies as well as the monitoring of charities based in other countries, especially in “conflict zones”.

One of the objectives of the strategy is “establishing and promoting international standards… ensuring that countries throughout the world consistently implement these international standards.” (“Policy laundering”, see below).

The war on terrorism has also further politicised the relationship between grant-making foundations and NGOs in the US and beyond. In 2002, US “Anti-Terrorism Financing Guidelines” on “Voluntary Best Practices for U.S. Based Charities”, recommended that organisations certify that they will not deal with any group on US terrorist watch-lists.

In April 2004, the American Civil Liberties Union rejected a grant of $1.15 million from the Ford and Rockefeller foundations, refusing to sign disclaimers including the commitment not to “engage in, promote or support other organizations or individuals who engage in or promote terrorist activity”. The ACLU felt the ambiguous language of the grant letter was open to an interpretation that could restrict free speech and advocacy.

NGOs critical of US foreign policies are also under pressure from the administration. “NGOwatch”, launched in early 2004 by the American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy (AEI) and the Federalist Society for Law and Public Policy Studies (two of the most influential and well-funded think tanks serving the Bush government), exists to “expose the funding, operations and agendas of international NGOs and particularly their alleged efforts to constrain US freedom of action in international affairs and influence the behaviour of corporations abroad”. Its launch was celebrated at an AEI conference on “NGOs: The Growing Power of an Unelected Few”.

In the war on terrorism political activists and protest groups everywhere face new restrictions on their association and movement. In London, the entire city has officially been on so-called emergency alert since September 11, giving the police extended powers to stop, search and detain people.

The “emergency” in the UK has also meant infamous derogation from its obligations under Article 5 of the European Convention on Human Rights to provide a fair trial for suspected foreign terrorists (the only Council of Europe state that has felt it necessary to do so).

But it is not just the right to a fair trial, though this is the only formal derogation. During the widespread demonstrations and direct actions against the Iraq War, UK anti-terrorism legislation was used extensively in public order situations
and to detain activists. There has also been a quite deliberate attempt by some in positions of authority to associate protestors with terrorism, citing new threats from so-called anarchist-terrorism, eco-terrorism and cyber-terrorism. “State terrorism”, however, the scale of which “is far greater than that of non-state terrorism”, is ignored, denied or covered-up.\footnote{6}

Civil liberties groups in 2002 were among those most concerned when European Union policymakers sought to impose an EU-wide definition of “terrorism” would have covered people taking part in recent violent protest demonstrations over globalisation.\footnote{7}

“The actions by the European Union are a deliberate attempt to broaden the concept of terrorism to cover protests such as those in Gothenburg and Genoa,” said Tony Bunyan, the Editor of Statewatch, at the time. “Draconian measures to control political dissent only serve to undermine the very freedoms and democracies legislators say they are protecting.”

The basket of rights embraced by freedom of expression – freedom of association, freedom of movement, freedom of assembly – have all been tested by the changing policy landscape in dealing with terrorism.

Outrage over this development, which led to the detention and deportation of 15 foreign journalists who tried to enter the United States with normal visas during 2004, prompted the American Society of Journalists and Authors (ASJA) to protest that the new visa policy was a violation of press freedom rights and the First Amendment.

3. Anti-Islam: Racism and Intolerance on the March

The impact of negative media coverage of Arab and Muslim communities has contributed to much of the fear and uncertainty within the general population that has been generated by the war on terrorism.

In the West media stereotypes of the Arab world seem to be greater and more dangerous than they have been for decades. Media fail to distinguish between fundamentalism and mainstream Islam and appear to regard engagement with religious communities as compromising progressive values rather than an opportunity for dialogue in order to win people over.

The emphasis on terrorism and fanaticism in the Arab world has been made worse by the war on terrorism. It is an obsession, fed by sensationalist and superficial reporting of conflict in the Middle East and nurtured by unscrupulous and racist politicians. It contributes to an increasingly fearful climate within previously stable metropolitan communities in Europe and the United States.

Today in countries with a history of tolerance like Norway, Denmark, Belgium, and the Netherlands, a toxic cocktail of prejudice and ignorance about Arab culture is leading to a resurgence of extremist politics not seen for 50 years.

The murder of Dutch film-maker Theo van Gogh by a lone Muslim extremist, for instance, unleashed a spiral of Islamophobia. The Dutch government considered closing mosques that spread “non-Dutch values.” Primary schools for Arab children have been fire-bombed. Attacks on Muslim and Arab communities increased.
Yet in Europe the number of people voting for openly xenophobic parties in most countries exceeds the number of Muslims let alone those who inhabit tiny cells of Islamic extremism. In truth, Europe poses a far greater threat to Muslims than Muslims do to Europe, but these realities hardly figure in media coverage.

Countries with minority Muslim populations devote increasing police resources and effort to monitoring and surveillance of Arab and Islamic communities. Stop-and-search of Asian people in the UK, for instance, increased by 285% in 2002/3, fuelling resentment in already alienated communities.

Under the banner of “radicalism and recruitment”, Muslim communities’ places of education and worship across Europe are being targeted for increased surveillance. Racial profiling, a practice theoretically prohibited by international law, has also made a come back. There have been renewed arguments about wearing “the veil” at school and about use of religious symbols, all of which have added to the tension.

The climate of suspicion and control, together with scaremongering, if not racist reporting and claims about a “clash of civilisations” is contributing to support and electoral success for anti-immigration and far-right political parties.

Yet no one who visits the Middle East can believe that communication is now controlled by governments or that society relies on traditional voices or the Mosque. Radical changes in every aspect of the forces that shape public opinion, such as the yearning for social justice, free expression and fundamental rights, are an ongoing reality in much of the Middle East and North Africa, despite the presence of outdated laws and, in some quarters, a still unreconstructed and corrupt political class.

Change is in the air and the evidence is in the invigorated newsrooms of Arab media. But these social realities are largely ignored in Western media.

Arab states are singular and complex. They are vastly different, both in economic and cultural traditions. Many do operate in a political and social climate where secular political options attract a limited following, but the reasons are rarely fully explained.

In the routine stereotype of Western media, Islamic extremists on the margins of society are confused with the whole Arab world; Arabs are typecast as supporters of terrorism and in the background is a growing media fixation on a millennial clash between Islam and Christianity.

But burning resentments in the Arab world, much of them focused for decades on the injustice of the conflict in Palestine, are too complex to be reduced to such simple terms.

Even limited research by reporters of political rebellions against Western domination in the region would reveal they have been mainly secular. Arab nationalism, though often associated with Islam, is sometimes at odds with it. Pan-Arabism, some of whose founders were Christians, offered an alternative, more secular, form of cohesion even if it was not necessarily more democratic.

Its failure and Western interventions, often imperialist in nature, leading to the toppling of freely-elected governments and the support of dictators, have not helped the cause of democratic change, but may instead have contributed to a revival of Islamist movements.

Although Western media tend to suppose that the lack of separation between church and state is the basis for Islamist revolutions, they ignore the fact that in the non-Arab Muslim world, in places like Indonesia and Malaysia, religious ideologues have failed to make much headway.

Indeed, more pragmatic Muslims in many countries are keen to separate politics from religion. They form a significant body of opinion in the ongoing debate in the Muslim world on Islam and democracy and Islam and modernity. This inner conflict or “fitna” rarely surfaces in Western media coverage.

Despite all of this, the rhetoric now building in both the West and the Arab World is of a final showdown between great religions. Socially
democratic governments are moving further to the right, abandoning the ideals of multiculturalism, diversity and pluralism in favour of a kind of “monoculturalism” (typified by the “integration tests” for immigrants introduced by the UK and Netherlands).

Some believe that there is a sub-text of racial superiority at the heart of the war on terrorism, with notions of a super-nation on a mission to liberate the world. For Sivanandan, this notion of a superior civilisation, based “on the myth that ‘our way of life, our freedom, our democracy’ is the sine qua non of all civilisation”, marks out the racism of the twenty-first century.

Whether such fears are justified is not yet clear, but the role of journalists and media seeking to navigate through these treacherous developments with some sense of professionalism is made more difficult when intolerance and racism is on the march.

4. Detention Without Trial, Proscription Without Process

The shocking photographic evidence of prisoner abuse, assault and sexual humiliation first revealed at Abu Grahib prison in Baghdad, involving US soldiers, and later in cases involving UK troops, prompted a fair degree of disgust and revulsion around the world. At the same time there was growing unease at the increasing evidence of systematic abuse and torture at the US special detention camp in Guantanamo, Cuba.

Further questions are being raised about what goes on behind closed doors at the 16 or so other detention facilities in Iraq, and the 25 in Afghanistan. The US military has reportedly taken more than 50,000 people into custody during its military operations in Afghanistan and Iraq and legitimate questions are being asked about systematic methods of detention and control that may involve abused and torture.

The US government says isolated cases at Guantanamo Bay and Abu Grahib are exceptions
on an otherwise unblemished legal landscape, but this type of “justice,” based on guilt by association, secret evidence obtained through torture, and the punishment of those believed to be “dangerous,” is fast becoming the norm in dealing with people identified as linked to groups potentially associated with terrorism.

Constant pressure from journalists and others about the fate of people in US custody eventually provided revealing evidence of 26 cases of unlawful killings of detainees, despite official reports from the Government of only a handful of problem incidents. In the UK up to 16 people have been detained without charge or trial since September 11. Canada and Russia also intern people they believe may be connected to terrorism. Half of the world’s most developed countries, at least the members of the G8 family are, therefore, actively engaged in activities and practices that diminish accepted standards of due process and justice.

Moreover, contemporary debate about torture in many countries is focusing not on how to uphold the absolute ban under international law on all torture and degrading treatment, but on what might be acceptable within these boundaries (what critics have labelled “torture light”). This is one of many attempts to make unacceptable practices permissible in the name of counter-terrorism.

It must be said that there is evidence that constitutional courts are staging a modest fight back. Both in the United States and Great Britain, the Supreme Court and the House of Lords have both condemned detention without trial. Nevertheless, people remain locked in cages and windowless cells in both countries. Rather than release or charge detainees, the governments of both countries are working to legitimise their further detention.

Through the G8 and other international groupings, they lobby for the introduction of “pre-terrorist” offences in jurisdictions across the world, allowing people to be locked-up by state-run courts on the basis of secret intelligence from the intelligence services.

The problem is that there is no verification or quality testing of this “intelligence.” It is hard not to conclude that there is a global gulag developing across Guantanamo, Baghram airbase, Abu Grahib, Diego Garcia and the like, which is beyond public scrutiny and which is being nourished through self-serving cooperation between some of the world’s least trusted and most ruthless intelligence agencies.

When the world’s democracies behave like this, it is little surprise that those for whom human rights abuse is routine take the opportunity to reinforce their own tyrannical reign at home. According to Human Rights Watch, for instance, China is using the war on terrorism to leverage international support for its crackdown on ethnic Uighurs in north-western Xinjiang. (See Country Report, China).

And in Turkmenistan, a poverty-stricken and damaged former Soviet state, but a staunch ally in the war on terrorism, around 7,000 Muslim men are reportedly detained without charge.

The problem is that by setting the example of Guantanamo and other places of arbitrary arrest, detention and exile which deny prisoners the right...
to recognition and equality before the law and an effective legal remedy, the world opens the door to even more widespread abuse on a scale that cannot yet be properly counted.

Far from western governments working together to condemn abuse of human rights and to restore democratic values there appears to be an extraordinary willingness of democratic states to acquiesce in new violations.

Take, for instance, the practice of official kidnapping of individuals. The CIA has admitted to carrying out close to 100 “extraordinary renditions” since the launching the war on terrorism. Rendition is the process of kidnapping suspects in third countries and handing them over for torture in countries like Syria, Egypt, Jordan, Morocco and Uzbekistan where security services conduct brutal interrogations on behalf of the US.

Countries such as Sweden, Canada and Ireland are among many that have cooperated with the United States in this unlawful practice. A number of individuals rendered to third countries for torture have ended-up in Guantanamo Bay.

The cooperation of countries assumed to be neutral or sceptical about the US-led war on terrorism is perhaps surprising, but not difficult to understand. Primarily, all security services work increasingly together, identifying a common enemy on the mafia rationale that my enemy’s enemy is my friend, and using regimes outside the orbit of democratic accountability to achieve their objectives.

And a degree of legitimacy is claimed through UN Security Council Resolution 1373, adopted just nine days after 11 September 2001, which requires states to “afford one another the greatest measure of assistance” in combating terrorism.

In terms of compliance by member states, this is one of the most “successful” UN Resolutions ever, but the culture of unquestioning international law enforcement cooperation it has ushered in has undermined human rights.

The UN’s proscribed list of individuals and organisations connected to terrorism, developed by a Committee set-up to impose sanctions against the Taliban, now contains well over 400 names. The European Union has another dedicated list of almost 50.

It is against the law to give any support to those listed, but there is no mechanism of appeal for groups included on the list. There has been no democratic consideration of how these lists have been adopted. There has been no debate. Few question whether all those proscribed are simply “terrorists” rather than, in certain instances, part of a popular liberation struggle, or legitimate resistance to occupation or state repression. These very concepts are casualties of war on terrorism propaganda.

And for journalists, the process contains dangers and pitfalls. Reporting, by its very nature, requires getting close to groups involved in political struggles in order to obtain and verify information, but dealing with any group that has been proscribed leads journalists into potential trouble with the authorities.

It is a situation made worse by the increasing surveillance of journalists and the work they do. But surveillance of journalists is only one part of the new wave of watch and control that now drives much of public policy in the way that states treat their citizens.

5. **Fingerprints for All: Going Global with Surveillance and Control**

Whether we like it or not, authorities around the world are engaged in a process of monitoring and tracking our movements. It is not just journalists whose activities are increasingly under scrutiny. The compilation of massive databanks of personal information, the surveillance of internet and personal communications, and the profiling of
people based on their race, religion and political affiliations pose challenges to long-held traditions of personal freedom.

In the name of combating terrorism, for instance, hundreds of millions of people will be fingerprinted in the coming decade. The unilateral decision of the United States government to require biometric data (fingerprints, facial scans etc.) from all entrants to its territory is being replicated across the world. The International Civil Aviation Authority (ICAO), a UN body, has agreed global standards for the use of biometric technologies.

The European Union has agreed that all passports, residence permits and visas must include biometric data. By the end of 2007, citizens of all 25 EU member states will have to visit enrolment centres and have their fingerprints and a digitised scan of their faces taken in order to obtain or renew their passports. This and other personal information will be held in an EU-wide database to which a host of police and law enforcement agencies will have access.

Using sophisticated new technologies, and according to international standards, governments everywhere are taking the opportunity to develop national identity systems, or to introduce them where none exist. These provide population registers, including registers of foreigners that provide new opportunities for social control. Already teams of police and immigration officers are equipped with handheld fingerprint scanners to check for immigrants subject to expulsion orders.

Once a national database is established, it will not be long before this technology filters into normal policing. This raises serious questions about what kinds of information the national database will contain, what other information will it be linked to and, perhaps most important, who will have access to it and on what terms.

The introduction of biometrics across the world provides the foundation for a global identification system. It is unlikely to prevent terrorism (after all, those so far identified as being implicated in terrorists acts in the US and Spain all had travel documents and appropriate identity documents), but it is certain to restrict free movement both internationally and internally as national borders and internal controls are strengthened around the world.

More US demands, this time for extensive details on all air passengers (PNR, passenger name record data) to enable both terrorist-screening and “risk profiling”, are promoting a second global law enforcement infrastructure – this time for the surveillance of all air travel. Again, the ICAO, is the proposed standard bearer.

These plans are well advanced and US authorities already have direct access to the reservation databases of all European airlines flying into the US. This is despite the fact that the European Parliament has voted to reject the relevant EU-US treaty on no less than three occasions. The European Parliament is seeking the annulment of the Treaty at the European Court of Justice.

The long term aim of PNR schemes is the profiling of all travellers (lifetime profiles in the case of the US). The logic appears to be that it is necessary to compile records on innocent people to confirm their innocence. Thus, the presumption of innocence, the foundation of the common law legal system, becomes a casualty in the war on terrorism.

Nationality, ethnicity and religion are core elements in the "profiling" process. As a result, innocent travellers are already subject to arbitrary stops, interrogation, and even travel restrictions. One fear is that the exchange of this data will lead in future to the de facto mutual recognition of arbitrary decisions (to refuse a visa, to refuse admission at a border, to place someone on a watch-list or include them on a database, etc.), thus depriving people of their rights and providing no opportunity for legal redress.
The surveillance of all telecommunications is a third global law enforcement initiative. It is based on “data retention” and “lawful access” proposals which will force all service providers to keep records of all their subscribers’ traffic data for several years.

A number of countries are trying to introduce data retention, including details of all telephone calls, for instance. On the back of the 2001 Council of Europe Cybercrime Convention, which is open for worldwide signature, others have introduced specific proposals in the name of counter-terrorism, while a number of governments are pressuring their telecoms industries to comply under informal “memoranda of understanding”.

The stockpiling of information about people’s lives, their telephone and e-mail communications and the potential for arbitrary restriction of their freedom of movement amounts to an unprecedented hoarding of power over the fundamental rights of citizens by national authorities. Europe’s much admired data protection rules have proved unable to prevent this assault.

The dangers for journalists are self-evident. It is part of their job to gather and store information, to move freely and to work without the heavy hand of officials on their shoulder. How, one must ask, will any form of investigative journalism be possible when a reporter is subject to special monitoring by the security services and the police?

When this power is shared and can be applied on a global scale it provides a resource for levels of command and control of society as yet unheard of beyond the pages of 1984 written by George Orwell and Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World.

7. SECRET DECISION-MAKING AND ‘POLICY LAUNDERING’

Given these developments we can anticipate one way or another that in the future entire populations will be subject to unprecedented levels of surveillance. Are we “sleep-walking into a surveillance society” as the UK Data Protection Commissioner has recently suggested? Possibly, but critics of these policies are readily dismissed as conspiracy theorists, the absence of an Orwellian “Big Brother” is apparently sufficient to persuade many that there can be no conspiracy.

Nevertheless, the United States and its partners do face strong and growing objections about the implications for civil liberties of global surveillance policies like data retention, PNR and biometrics. The response of policy makers is to work through the complex web of international political organisations to promote new forms of policy sharing – what civil liberties groups call “policy laundering”.

Policy laundering is the use of foreign and international forums as an indirect means of adopting policies that might not win direct approval through the domestic political process. If “money laundering” describes the cycling of illegitimate funds through legal structures in order to enter them into legitimate circulation, policy laundering similarly involves recycling policies that lack political legitimacy through outside institutions in order to get them into circulation and to circumvent the normal democratic process.

Decisions on many of these security issues are being taken in secretive and informal international surroundings under the auspices of the United Nations, G8, European Union and other international agencies such as ICAO. By the time the decisions are addressed at the national level it is often too late for debate and the policies are embraced as “internationally-agreed” initiatives which inhibit the capacity for national opt-out.

There may be some degree of room for manoeuvre on the method of implementation, but the decisions themselves are usually binding and cannot be amended. Parliaments and civil society groups that object are sidelined and presented with a fait-accompli.

Of particular concern to journalists is the secrecy surrounding the work of many of these intergovernmental bodies. Often it is extremely difficult to monitor who is deciding what, where and when. It is here where anxiety over the growing power of an “unelected few” is growing.
In an increasingly globalised world, policy laundering has been the means by which the United States and other nations are constructing an international framework to prosecute a global war on terrorism. The suitability of this framework for use against organised crime in normal policing is evident – international co-operation in breaking Internet paedophile rings and drug running are good examples – but there are dangers posed by the possible development of new forms of social control.

The development of a “Fortress Europe” model of border controls is evolving into one of global migration control. Western states seek increasingly to prevent migration from third countries and return migrants and refugees to them.

Before September 11, the migration control agenda was increasingly contaminating development policies to achieve these goals. Now, formal “migration management” clauses are included in aid, trade and development agreements. Security clauses will feature in the next generation agreements, putting the interests of western states further ahead of those of countries in the developing world.

Global migration controls, international security policies, war and occupation have diverted attention and resources away from the root causes of global migration and insecurity: poverty and inequality. The equation is simple: increased powers, a compliant private security industry, and data collection and surveillance on an unprecedented scale grant extensive new powers to the state.

These powers undermine democratic standards. In a democratic society, the state is accountable to the citizen (if often only tenuously). In a surveillance society the relationship is inverted: the citizen is accountable to the state and the state only thinly accountable to the citizen.
The Regional Director of the IFJ Office in Senegal writes: As in the rest of the world the war against terror has become a priority for African governments. Attacks against American and Jewish targets began before September 11. In 1998 American embassies in Nairobi, Kenya and Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania suffered terrorist attacks by Al-Qaeda groups. In 2002 in Mombasa and Nairobi, attacks and threats against hotels and air planes confirmed the presence of a terrorist front in Africa. As well as Islamic extremism with roots in the Middle East, actions such as massacres committed in northern Uganda by the Lord Resistance Army reflected a new form of continental terrorism. In most of the countries of Africa where there are internal political conflicts or where criminal activity is at a high level, there is a tendency to implement draconian measures that compromise civil liberties in the name of security and anti-terrorism. The negative consequences of these changes in legislation on the media is seen in self-censorship, lack of freedom of movement and a failure to protect journalistic sources, and ultimately has a detrimental and chilling effect on journalists trying simply to carry out their professional duties.
**Kenya**

**Victory for Civil Rights Protestors**

A victory of sort for civil liberties campaigners and journalists was achieved when the *Suppression of Terrorism Bill*, originally introduced before the National Assembly in 2003 was formally withdrawn in February 2004 following widespread criticism. Human rights groups said the original law restricted freedom of assembly, expression and association, provided for indefinite detention and would have led to impunity for security forces engaged in anti-terrorist activities and the confiscation of property without redress. The Bill was also criticised for criminalising the offer of any services, including legal services, to suspected terrorists. The definition of the crime of “terrorism” and “terrorist” acts and actions in the bill is vague and imprecise. With the pressure of civil society and human rights organisations, but worryingly the Kenyan Government has announced that it will revise and republish a controversial anti-terror law.

**South Africa**

**New Bill, Old Problems for Media**

After a controversial drafting process, the South African parliament has approved the country’s draft anti-terrorism law, *The Protection of Constitutional Democracy Against Terrorist and Related Activities Bill*. Once signed by the President the bill will be promulgated into law. Journalists and the wider media community and human rights organisations have been vigorously active against the bill.

The Protection of Constitutional Democracy against Terrorism and Related Activities Act - commonly known as the anti-terrorism law – that is due to come into effect on 20 May 2005 obliges under criminal sanction the reporting of a suspected terrorist. It will require journalists not only to reveal their sources in case of investigation on any criminal activity considered as terrorist action but also to create a chilling effect and self-censorship on the part of journalists willing to investigate any criminal or terrorists act.
The Anti-Terrorism Act in Uganda came into force on 7 June 2002. This law seeks to curtail domestic terrorism that has plagued the country over the last 18 years. The Act is aimed at suppressing acts of terrorism and generally to provide for the punishment of persons who plan, instigate, support, finance or execute acts of terrorism. The Act also provides for the investigation of terrorist activities and the surveillance of persons suspected to be planning or involved in terrorism.

Section 7 of the Act defines terrorism as any act which involves serious violence against a person or serious, damage to property, endangers a person’s life, creates a serious risk to the health or safety of the public. Any such act must furthermore be “designed to influence the Government or to intimidate the public or a section of the public”, and to further the advancement of a “political, religious, social or economic aim” indiscriminately without due regard to the safety of others or property. It then gives a list of acts which constitute terrorism.

Significantly for journalists, the law make it a duty imposed on anyone who has suspicion or actual knowledge that another person is involved in terrorist activities, to disclose such information. The fear with this provision is the lack of protection of sources.
Forum-Asia, a regional partner of Statewatch focusing on the protection of human rights in Asia, writes: There are deep concerns over some Asian states who use the war on terror as a pretext to introduce laws and regulations that stifle opposition and free expression, that are directed at common law and order problems and that have the effect of increasing violations of human rights.

Counter-terrorism in Asia increasingly includes vague definitions of terrorism, acts of terrorism and public and national security. New procedures for the detention of suspects and the use of military tribunals are encroaching on civil rights. New or revised laws in Bangladesh, China, India, Nepal, Pakistan, Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines and Korea are of particular concern. Some of these countries are debating even stricter measures, including detention based on secret evidence, restriction of habeas corpus, limits on access to a lawyer and indefinite detention without trial.

There is also increasing discrimination towards communities on the grounds of caste, creed, colour, ethnicity, religion, political and social status through the use of counter-terrorism measures. There is widespread suppression of political opposition which compromises the ability of media, civil society groups, minority communities and concerned individuals to voice and express dissent against people in power. This has included restrictions on their right to freedom of expression, assembly, association and movement.

There is increased surveillance that undermines the human rights activities of NGOs, civil society groups and social movements. Opponents of counter-terrorism measures have been threatened. While there is a lack of transparency, freedom of information and accountability over the activities of state authorities the civil rights of citizens are curtailed in the name of national security. Increased surveillance is also invading the right to privacy of citizens as is the creation of massive databases of personal information.

Additionally, financial monitoring measures to combat “money laundering” are being used by governments to undermine and isolate critical NGOs as anti-establishment or to connect them with opposition movements. Many governments have adopted measures covered by United Nations Security Council Resolution 1373 on the prevention and suppression of the financing and preparation of any acts of terrorism and then used these measures to crack down on dissent. This clampdown extends to democratic opposition to free trade and privatisation, partly due to the inclusion of counter-terrorism obligations in trade and foreign investment agreements.

New restrictive immigration regimes in Asia are affecting the rights of migrant workers and asylum seekers who are fleeing repression. Recent developments in Malaysia are particularly alarming, as is cooperation at regional and sub-regional levels on migration and security matters, which is leading to the increased collection and exchange of information on migrants and refugees.
The 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks in the United States, the war in Iraq and the war on terror have had a dramatic impact on Australian society. The attacks on New York and Washington in 2001 claimed ten Australian lives. They occurred against a pre-existing background of racial tension within Australia generated by the debate over asylum seekers, particularly asylum seekers from Iraq and Afghanistan.

Concerns about terrorism were exacerbated by the attacks in Bali on 12 October 2002 and more recently, the bombing outside the Australian embassy in Jakarta on 9 September 2004. In the Bali attack, 88 Australians died, along with numerous others, primarily Indonesians.

The conservative Government of John Howard has used this heightened fear of terrorism and concern over asylum seekers to introduce a raft of anti-terrorism laws in Australia, some of which effectively limit free speech and civil liberties. In this climate, journalists face new pressure to reveal the identity of their sources. They also face increased restrictions relating to national security. The Media, Entertainment and Arts Alliance (Alliance) says new legislation leaves journalists vulnerable to prosecution. At the same time media staff in situations of risk of injury and/or death, have noticeably increased over the past three and a half years.

It has not been all bad news. Journalists and press freedom groups campaigned successfully against plans to prosecute journalists for revealing - or even receiving - leaked information, under the Government’s proposed Criminal Code Amendment [Espionage and Related Offences] Bill 2001. The bill was withdrawn after heated protests.

But the concern of journalists has focused on counter-terrorism legislation that effectively muzzles the media’s scrutiny of Australia’s security apparatus.

Amendments made in 2003 to the Australian Security and Intelligence Organisation Act 1979 (ASIO) allow for five-year jail terms for terrorist suspects who disclose information to media, and similar penalties for any journalist who reports it.

“These changes are the worst attempts by the Government to exploit the risk of terrorism to justify undemocratic media restrictions,” said Alliance Federal Secretary, Christopher Warren. “This is a fundamental and unacceptable erosion of press freedom in Australia.” The Alliance has made a submission to the Parliamentary Joint Inquiry which is reviewing the amendments and is due to complete its work by 22 January 2006.

The Alliance’s submission, focusing on ASIO laws says jail terms for journalists reporting ASIO affairs should be abolished and calls for the ASIO to be more transparent. They argue that the amendments to the ASIO laws, hurriedly passed in eight days in November 2003, and introduced in response to the September 11 and Bali terrorist attacks, set out draconian measures against journalists.

There are two offences for those who disclose ‘operational information’ that relates to the enforcement of an ASIO warrant. The first prohibits disclosure of any information about an ASIO warrant for 28 days after its issue. The Act allows for suspects (or potentially helpful non-suspects) to be detained for up to 7 days. There is no limit on the number of warrants that can be issued, so this interrogation - and the ban on the disclosure thereof - can continue indefinitely.

The second offence restricts the disclosure of ‘operational information’ for ongoing investigations for a period of two years. Even accidental or reckless disclosure is an offence under the strict liability clause.
Journalists who breach these rules risk going to jail.

Other counter-terrorism legislation has also eroded press freedom. The government can proscribe selected organisations without requiring a United Nations mandate. Even more concerning for investigative journalists is the prohibition of association with a terrorist organisation as laid down in the Anti-Terrorism Bill (no. 2) 2004.

One of the most intrusive amendments may be the Telecommunications Amendment (stored communications) Bill 2004, which permits government security agencies to tap into email, SMS and voicemail messages. This Bill may expose a journalist’s confidential communications, thereby revealing his/her sources.

At the same time, the Federal Government has proved it is prepared to exercise its powers to silence whistleblowers. Federal police arrived at the Canberra National Indigenous Times on 11 November 2004 with a warrant to seize two leaked cabinet documents in relation to a story about a government welfare plan. Sources confirmed the Prime Minister’s office ordered the swoop. The Alliance condemned the incident, as a thinly veiled gag warning to government whistleblowers.

Government intervention continued to plague the national public broadcaster, the ABC, which, in August 2004, consulted politicians before it sold footage featuring them onto film-makers documenting the refugee crisis. The films were deemed ‘political statements’. The Government has also made no secret that it believed that the national broadcaster is ‘anti-American’, with the Communications Minister making repeated formal complaints against certain journalists.

But the most dire threat to Australian journalists since September 11 is the threat to their personal safety. Sound recordist Jeremy Little was working for US TV network, NBC when he was mortally wounded on 1 July 2003 in Iraq when the military vehicle in which he was traveling was hit by a rocket attack in Falluja. Paul Moran, working with ABC TV in Northern Kurdistan, was killed in March 2003 in a car bomb explosion. His colleague, Eric Campbell, was wounded in the attack as the pair waited to talk to refugees near the village of Khormal.

Fortunately, SBS journalist John Martinkus, survived to tell the tale of his kidnapping by Sunni militants in Baghdad on 17 October 2004. The freelance reporter was eventually released after he assured his captors he had no links with the US-led coalition.

Back in Australia, the home of Brisbane journalist, Hedley Thomas, was shot at on 23 October 2002 and an SBS camera crew were attacked outside a Western Sydney Mosque on 16 August 2002.

An undercover federal agent seriously undermined the safety and integrity of all journalists when, on 30 December 2003, he posed as a freelance journalist in order to arrest a terror suspect. The agent offered to buy the man’s “final message” outlining his intentions in his plot to destroy an ASIO building.

Meanwhile, Australian journalists trying to enter the United States have been harassed, detained and treated like criminals before being sent back to Australia. Foreign journalists must now obtain a special ‘journalist’ visa to be permitted to work in the country. The US visa application form also uses highly discriminatory language that places journalists in the same category as drug traffickers, terrorists and even Nazis. This presents a totally unjustified impediment to the free flow of information out of the US.

In April 2005 an International project to stop “Policy Laundering” was launched by Statewatch, which monitors civil liberties in the European Union, with its partners – the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and the human rights group Privacy International. The Project will monitor and counter the increasing policymaking influence on civil liberties issues through international organisations such as G8. The project was launched at the annual Computers, Freedom and Privacy conference in Seattle, Washington, USA. In more and more areas we see security and law enforcement agencies pushing measures through international fora which undermine and endanger civil liberties and privacy which are then introduced through the national political process,” said Tony Bunyan Director of Statewatch. “This is the strategy we call policy laundering. The security and law enforcement agencies have “gone global” and so must the protection of civil liberties.”
**Bangladesh**

**Opposition Groups Targeted**

Recent bomb blasts in the country have been aimed at opposition parties, prominent political leaders, academics, intellectuals and civil society groups. The government has responded by taking steps to ban extremist groups like Jagrata Muslim Janata, Bangladesh (JMJB), and Jama’atul Mujahideen Bangladesh (JMB) which it blames for the attacks and killings.

However, political opposition parties, religious groups and in some cases student activists, human rights activists and organisations are also targeted under the Prejudicial Special Powers Act 1974 SPA. This allows preventive detention for “prejudicial activities”, which is defined as any act which is likely to prejudice the sovereignty, security, public safety, law and order, defence and maintenance of friendly relations with other states. It also outlaws the creation of feelings of enmity or hatred between different communities, classes and sections of people, which can be used against media and journalists.

Human rights groups are also concerned about the creation of the Rapid Action Battalion (RAB) through the Armed Police Battalions (Amendment) Act, 2003. The RAB has been entrusted with exclusive duties like intelligence in respect of crime and criminal activities and investigation of any offence on the direction of the government. In practice, the RAB operates outside the law and has been accused of extra-judicial killings.

**China**

**Using the War on Terror to Crack Down on Regional Dissent and Media**

At the end of December 2001, China amended the provisions of its Criminal Law with the stated purpose of making more explicit the measures it already contained to punish “terrorist” crimes. The provisions enlarged the scope of application of the death penalty and can be used to further suppress freedom of expression and association.

In particular, Beijing is using the US-led war on terror to leverage international support for its crackdown on ethnic Uighurs, most of whom are Muslims, who oppose Chinese rule in the oil-rich Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region, in the west of China.

The government has claimed that they are linked with international “terrorism” and has called for international support in its crackdown on domestic “terrorism”. Tens of thousands of Uighurs are reported to have been detained over the last three years as suspected “separatists, terrorists or religious extremists”.

China has closed printing houses for producing unauthorised religious literature; instituted mandatory “patriotic re-education” campaigns for religious leaders; stepped up surveillance of Muslim weddings, funerals, circumcisions, and house
moving rituals; arrested clerics; raided religious classes; banned traditional gatherings; and destroyed mosques. The government also launched a campaign to “clean up” cultural and media circles and some government departments to rid them of “undesirable elements”.

The full detail of the Chinese campaign of repression against China’s Muslim Uighurs is revealed in a report issued by the group Human Rights in China in April 2005. It unveils the complex architecture of law, regulation, and policy in Xinjiang that denies Uighurs religious freedom, and by extension freedom of association, assembly, and freedom of expression.

At its most extreme, peaceful activists practicing religion in ways the Party and government deem unacceptable are arrested, tortured, and at times executed.

Any item to be published [including news and articles] related to research and the appraisal of Islamic religion must uphold the Marxist view of religion, and use the yardstick of the Party’s and the government’s religious policies and regulations.

The report details how two specific regulations establish a draconian ban on journalists and others engaged in unauthorised disclosure of information regarding almost any national minority or religious matter or policy, even if unrelated to national security.

Meanwhile, China’s intolerance of dissent provoked a group of scholars, writers, lawyers and artists in November 2003 to protest over an escalating campaign to arrest those who voice dissent on the internet. Following a crackdown during which Chinese authorities detained or put on trial at least nine Internet writers in a five-week period the 42 Beijing professors and scholars lambasted the campaign, describing several of those arrested as “social critics” and saying their writings “all fall into the category of freedom of speech guaranteed by the constitution.”

In April 2005 it was estimated that there are some 40 writers and Internet dissidents in Chinese jails.

The Chinese campaign against free expression has been bolstered by support from western media and communication resources. Well documented are the actions in the 1990s by Rupert Murdoch’s News Corporation to censor its satellite channels and its book publishing operations to gain access to Chinese markets, but less well known is how western technology expertise has helped Beijing crack down on Internet dissidents.

In January 2001 three technology companies, Network Associates Technology, Symantec, and Trend Micro gained entry into the Chinese market by donating 300 live computer viruses to the Public Service Bureau — China’s state police. Later that year a human rights activist accused Nortel of aiding and advancing China’s repressive policies by enhancing digital surveillance technologies in use and by transferring technology developed for the FBI to the Chinese Ministry of State and in February 2002 a former Yahoo! China executive confirmed the company routinely censors its site functions including chat rooms. Later Chinese engineers stepped forward to claim that in the late 1990s, technology giant Cisco provided Chinese authorities with a “special firewall box” to block web sites.

Emblematic of the Chinese campaign against free expression are recent actions against New Tang Dynasty Television, working from outside of China, which has been beaming its programming into China, providing uncensored programming in Mandarin.

Since 2002 NTDTV has increased its reach to 200 million viewers in North America, Australia, Europe and Asia. China responded with a campaign of harassment, intimidation and diplomatic pressure against the channel which, in early 2005, led the Paris-based satellite service Eutelsat to cancel the contract which allows NTDTV to broadcast to Asia and China. The IFJ was one of a number of groups to protest over this censorship. Eutelsat claims it was not under any pressure from Chinese authorities even though the station has a copy of a letter from Chinese authorities demanding a halt to the station’s programming.
The decision in September 2004 of India’s newly elected Congress-led United Progressive Alliance government to repeal the draconian Prevention of Terrorism Act was widely welcomed by journalists and others as a step towards increased civil liberties. More than 1,600 individuals have been detained under the act and many have been denied bail and been kept in jail for more than two years.

Many of the victims were jailed for demanding equality, social justice or raising concerns about the political situation, particularly those in minority communities, dalits, adivasis (tribals) and opposition groups in the states of Jharkhand, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh and Tamil Nadu.

But the decision to repeal the Act was a case of two steps forward and two steps back with the subsequent promulgation of amendments to the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967, which although designed to incorporate the essential provisions of anti-terrorism law, raised new problems. The amended law was accepted by parliament in December 2004.

Despite improvements, the new regulations include some provisions of the old prevention of Terrorism Act that were repeatedly misused. This may continue under the amended law. Moreover, additional provisions have been included, which, rather than eliminating the deficiencies of the old terrorism act, will only serve to further erode civil liberties.

First, the good news……..

• The amended Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act has done away with the provision allowing detention without charge for up to 180 days; all arrested persons now have to be processed within 24 hours. Suspects are now also entitled to apply for bail, in accordance with the Code of Criminal Procedure. (This was only permissible under the old Terrorism Act after a year.).

• Security laws are being misused by the state and state authorities, especially in conflict regions of Jammu and Kashmir, Manipur, and Assam.

• Forced confessions are no longer admissible as evidence. Under the former Terrorism Act confessions made under interrogation were admissible as evidence in court. This, in effect, condoned the use of torture, which was well documented under the previous law. Although the new government is reluctant to abolish torture in India by ratifying the UN Convention Against Torture, the repeal of the admissibility of confession, in line with the Indian Evidence Act, is welcome.

• The law now firmly puts the burden of proof on the prosecution, although the new rules do not fully restore the presumption of innocence.

• The law has reinforced the independence of the judiciary by disposing of Special Courts set up under the Prevention of Terrorism Act.

• Finally, the law helpfully clarifies the wording of certain provisions. This includes establishing a requirement to prove “intent to further the activity of a terrorist organisation” in the arrangement or addressing of meetings, or “intent to aid any terrorist” in the possession of unauthorised firearms.

And, now, the less good news…. 

• Centrally, the vague definition of “terrorist acts” remains. This was the primary cause of misapplication of the Prevention of Terrorism Act. There is no reason to suspect that the application of the new law will be any different.
• The scheduled listing of a terrorist organisation as one that may be “involved in terrorism” remains devoid of any statutory procedure or requirements.

• Under Section 3(2) of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967, which refers to the banning of “unlawful” as opposed to “terrorist” organizations, specification of the grounds for notification must be given, but, unaccountably, there is not the same transparency under Section 26 of the amended law, which cites limitations on the basis of national security. This is necessary to avoid potential violations of the right to free association.

• The preservation of official immunity for those involved in “any operations directed towards combating terrorism” invite abuse. It will be practically impossible to prove that a police officer has acted without good faith in abusing the provisions of the law. This adds to concerns that security laws are being misused by the state and state authorities, especially in conflict regions of Jammu and Kashmir, Manipur, and Assam. Police and prison officers are continuing to commit extrajudicial killings of criminals and suspected criminals.

• The law still upholds the death penalty despite the growing consensus under international human rights law that “all measures of abolition of the death penalty should be considered as progress in the enjoyment of the right to life”.

• The law also permits unlimited interceptions of communications. Though the police were previously authorised to tap phones under the Indian Telegraph Act 1885, under the old Prevention of Terrorism Act, the police had to abide by specific safeguards to justify their encroachment on the privacy of the individual. The new law does away with these safeguards, so that any interceptions collected, without any authorisation, will be admissible as evidence. Such unregulated power has created the possibility for future misuse and may become a cause of serious violations of the right to privacy.

The potential impact on journalists is worth noting. The work of journalists in scrutinising the authorities will be made more difficult in this area. While the amended Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act does remedy many of the deficiencies that resulted in the misuse of the previous anti-terrorism law many of the difficult provisions of the old law remain in place and the extension of power in the interception of communications opens up a new possibility of surveillance of journalists and their work.
Indonesia’s anti-terrorism decree was issued by the government on 18 October 2002 as an emergency decree in response to the Bali bombings six days earlier. An anti-terrorism Bill had been with parliament for some months held up by human rights concerns. At the same time President Megawati issued a second decree allowing the retrospective application of the first decree. Both decrees were approved by the Indonesian parliament in March 2003 with minimal changes.

The anti-terrorism legislation is a government regulation in lieu of a law. Since the House of Representatives is still debating the anti-terrorism bill, President Megawati has the authority to issue government regulations in lieu of laws during a state of emergency based on article 22 of the 1945 Constitution. The law grants excessive new powers to the discredited security forces.

Under the law:

- A suspect can be detained for up to six months while an investigation takes place.
- A suspect can be detained on the basis of preliminary evidence for up to seven days.
- The sentence for a defendant is divided into three categories: a jail sentence of four to 20 years; life imprisonment; or the death penalty.

Indonesia and Australia plan greater cooperation on counter-terrorism measures and India and Indonesia have formed a joint working group on counter-terrorism, which was agreed in July 2004.

There are concerns that the legislation might be used to justify the reassertion of political control and institutionalised violence of the kind that characterised the military under President Suharto’s New Order (1965 - 1998).

In particular, there are fears that people charged with crimes relating to terrorism will not receive benefit of an independent and fair judicial process. The fact that suspects can be detained for up to seven days on the basis of preliminary evidence and then for a further six months for questioning and prosecution without charge or trial is of even greater concern when the decision on whether there is adequate evidence for an investigation to proceed is made by a district court in closed session.
AMBIGUOUS AND VAGUE PENAL CODE

The government of Malaysia has recently amended its Penal Code and introduced new terrorism and terrorism-related offences. A “terrorist” is defined as any person who commits, or attempts to commit any terrorist act, or participates in or facilitates the commission of any terrorist act. The definition is so broad that it elevates simple offences to crimes of terrorism based solely on the intent of committing such offences – to intimidate the public or to influence the Government or any international organization from doing or refraining from doing any act. The yardstick to gauge that intent – where the act or threat is intended or may reasonably be regarded as being intended – is ambiguous and vague.

Broad definitions couched in generous terms have led to a clampdown on legitimate political dissent. It is easy to see how vigorous public protests and demonstrations, non-violent and peaceful civil disobedience, trade union strikes, political activists and organisations, which use direct action such as election campaigning to further their agendas are vulnerable to prosecution under the new law. The continuing detention without trial of suspected terror suspects under a blanket Internal Security Act detention order issued by the Home Minister on “national security grounds” shows the inability of the Government to prosecute them for any offences.

In Malaysia and Singapore, the increased merger and utilization of national identity cards with personal information to be integrated with other travel documents and passports are being electronically stored by the governments, without the citizens right to information about how and who is using such information and what measures are being taken to protect the personal and private information of the citizens.
The situation in Nepal, which has been the scene of bitter confrontation between the government and the Communist Party of Nepal (CPN-Maoists), worsened after September 11 and boiled over into a national crisis in the first weeks of 2005 when the king carried out a coup, sacked the government and turned against democratic institutions, particularly the media.

The Terrorist and Disruptive Activities (Control and Punishment) Act, 2002 was introduced by the government in response to the September 11 events and when this Law expired in October 2004, the government introduced even more draconian law in the shape of the Terrorist and Disruptive Activities (Control and Punishment) Ordinance, 2004.

Clause 9 of this law states: "If a security official feels the need to prevent a person from carrying out any terrorist and disruptive activity, such a person can be kept under house arrest for a maximum period of one year, six months at his (Security Official's) discretion and another six months after obtaining permission from the home ministry, in any place after fulfilling common humanitarian conditions".

The legislation gives unbridled power to the military and is a green light for gross human rights violations including arbitrary detentions, torture, disappearances, and extra judicial and summary executions.

Most of the victims of the abuses committed by the state security forces working under the Joint Command of the Royal Nepal Army — as well as those committed by the Maoists — are ordinary people innocent of any crimes. The security forces have also targeted journalists, lawyers, human rights defenders, victims and witnesses of their atrocities.

More than 1,200 cases of enforced disappearances have been documented in the last five years by local human rights groups. According to the United Nations Working Group on Enforced and Involuntary Disappearances, in 2003 and 2004 Nepal recorded the highest number of new cases of "disappearances" in the world.

The use of this law has been particularly severe after the royal coup on 1 February 2005 and firmly in the sights of the King’s allies have been journalists and independent media, prompting an IFJ mission to the country.

The mission reported that censorship and attacks on journalists were getting worse as the Nepal coup moved into its fifth week. The report cited evidence that the regime has put in place new regulations prohibiting the media from disseminating any information or publishing news related to security matters without obtaining prior information from the security forces.

The new regulations coincided with reports of increased violent attacks on the media by security forces. Journalists have been held and interrogated or beaten for their reporting. In one instance, a Nepal TV reporter was beaten for photographing bodies of soldiers killed in a Maoist attack.

The report said that journalists, including the leaders of the IFJ affiliate in the country, the Federation of Nepalese Journalists, had been particularly targeted in the coup led by King Gyanendra:

- 11 journalists have been detained for more than 48 hours since the coup, with three still being held and about a hundred in hiding or exile
- Censorship of the media has reached unacceptable levels, with newspapers prevented
from reporting the political events surrounding the coup

- The Nepalese people have been denied access to information by the banning of news on FM radio
- About half of all publications have ceased publication, particularly outside the Katmandu valley
- Hundreds of journalists have already lost their jobs, with many more at risk

The situation remains unclear as this report is published, but there is much evidence that the coup, inspired by panic over the internal confrontation with Maoist rebels, has confirmed the punitive application of anti-terrorism laws which have been in force for three years.

There are plans before the National Assembly that threaten freedom of the media. A proposed amendment to the Pemra Ordinance will give discretionary powers to the authority to vary licence conditions for media organisations and suspend or revoke licences. Proposals will also allow the authorities to prohibit any broadcaster from engaging in any practice or act which amounts to “abuse of media power.”
The Philippines is a country where terrorism has claimed more than 100 lives in recent years and where the Government plays a leading role in anti-terrorism campaigning in the Asia-Pacific region, but many civil liberties groups and journalists fear that new anti-terror laws under preparation may be used to put pressure on political opposition and independent media.

In a report issued in April 2005, the IFJ concluded that a culture of violence, encouraged by government inaction, is the main reason for the murders of over 66 journalists there since 1986. With three journalists killed in the first months of 2005, the crisis is continuing, said the authors of A Dangerous Profession: Press freedom under fire in the Philippines.

Earlier, in March 2005, the Austrian-based UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) gave its support to an anti-terrorist bill being prepared by the Philippine government. There are 10 anti-terrorism bills pending in Congress.

The Philippines is current chair of the UN Security Resolution 1566 Committee, which deals with terrorist groups outside of al-Qaeda and the Taliban. It is also the head of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation’s counter-terrorism task force.

In February 2005, over 100 people were wounded and up to 12 killed in bomb attacks in Manila’s financial centre and two southern cities. More than 100 were killed in the firebombing of an inter-island ferry in 2004. Both incidents were claimed by the al-Qaeda-linked Abu Sayyaf, a small but brutal group of militants operating out of the southern Philippines.

The major anti-terrorism bill before Congress is meeting resistance from civil rights group who fear that it could be used against the political opposition. While terrorist suspects in other Southeast Asian countries can be detained indefinitely, Philippine authorities must release suspects within 36 hours if no charges are filed.

Suspects are then typically charged with lesser crimes, such as murder, attempted murder or illegal possession of explosives, which is punishable by 17 years in jail. The proposed bill proposes to make the possession of firearms a capital offence while the possession of military uniforms and other military equipment would also be considered evidence of suspected terrorist involvement.

The government is also considering a military proposal that the media be banned from granting interviews with terrorist groups, which has further raised concerns about how media can report freely. Journalists in the country have been targeted by criminal gangs and there are fears that new restrictions in the law will add to the pressures.

Finally, journalists and others are rightly concerned that proposed anti-terrorism measures would give the government free hand to secretly tap any phone, cable or other means of transmitting any kind of written or oral messages including conversations, discussions, news, data and to secretly record them.
A PARTNER IN THE WAR ON TERROR OR THE WEAKEST LINK?

This introduction gives a brief outline of co-ordinated European Union action, with specific reports on some EU countries and neighbouring Russia.

In the weeks and months after September 11 European Union states quickly formed a joint approach on counter-terrorism actions with the United States. Many of these undermine traditional standards of civil liberties and raise concerns that have been set out in the first section of this report.

Cooperation was demonstrated most dramatically one day after the attacks on the World Trade Centre and the Pentagon when NATO activated its never-before-invoked Article 5, which declares an attack on one member to be an attack on all. European combat forces, aircraft and ships were committed a month later to support the US strike on Afghanistan.

Within three months, the European Union had a common legal definition of terrorism, a list of suspects closely in line with Washington's and more than 100 million dollars in frozen assets. They also adopted a common arrest warrant to prevent suspected terrorists from evading arrest by crossing the EU's largely unchecked internal borders.

Joint meetings in December 2001 and June 2002 between European and US officials set a course for unprecedented co-operation. Lists of terrorists groups were agreed. US targets left off Europe's terrorist list in December, including the PKK Kurdish rebels in Turkey, the Shining Path group in Peru and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, were included...
in an expanded list in June, which also added five Palestinian groups, including the Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development, a US-based charity accused of channeling money to the terrorist group Hamas.

However, the EU differentiates between the political and military wings of Hamas. And the Iran-backed Hezbollah, which targets Israel from Lebanon, is considered a terrorist organisation by Washington but not by the EU.

The European Council, representing 15 nations, adopted proposals on October 9th 2002 for a package of measures to “improve the European Union's response to terrorism.” These included cross-border co-operation between police forces and the establishment of a European-wide arrest warrant.

On May 30th 2002, the IFJ among others protested when the European Parliament agreed to amend the 1997 European Directive on the Protection of Telecommunications Data and Information to allow member states to pass laws giving the authorities regular access to people’s telephone and Internet communications. This, said the IFJ, “opens the door to the snooping society in which people’s private communications will become subject to official monitoring.”

Giving the police, customs, immigration and intelligence services access to people’s electronic communications goes far beyond existing rules whereby data can only be retained for a short period for “billing” purposes (i.e. to help the customer confirm usage details) and then it must be erased. “This amendment to policy would have been unthinkable before September 11. Politicians are using public uncertainty and security concerns to undermine people’s rights and liberties,” said the IFJ.

The IFJ says that putting telephone calls, e-mails, faxes and Internet usage under official surveillance undermines data protection as well as the capacity of journalists to monitor the apparatus of state and to store information. “The citizen’s right to private space and for the press to investigate and scrutinise the authorities without intimidation are freedoms that distinguish democracies from authoritarian regimes,” said the IFJ.

However the waiving of Europe’s strict data protection laws has also been done to allow complete sharing of information between Europol and US investigative agencies as part of the process in which European leaders have worked together, and in coordination with the United States, to craft a military, judicial and financial crackdown on terrorism.

The process of co-operation increased sharply in 2004 when commentators and policymakers were quick to identify the Madrid train bombings on 11 March, which killed 190 people, as “Europe’s 9/11.” European Union leaders moved quickly to reinforce co-ordinated action against terrorism. Within three weeks of the attacks EU members agreed a range of security measures, including the naming of an anti-terrorism co-ordinator.

They also agreed

• To implement already agreed counter-terrorism measures, such as the pan-European arrest warrant, harmonising penalties for terrorist crimes and the freezing of assets held by outlawed groups

• To retain all telecommunications data, including mobile phone records, for an agreed minimum time to enable intelligence agencies to track calls

• To step up security at European Union ports.

But differences of approach and reluctance among governments to share more of their sensitive information remain difficult. There are significant differences over how to respond to the terror attacks blamed on Islamic militants, as well as how to treat Europe’s growing Muslim population. The new anti-terrorism plans are
designed to remedy the deficiencies in the nature and quality of intelligence and information sharing among the EU member states. But the proposals are laden with potential pitfalls.

Gijs de Vries, the new European Union anti-terrorism chief, in testimony to members of the US Congress in September 2004, acknowledged that the powers of his position only went so far. “The role of the Union is still relatively limited,” he said. “Most of the instruments and competences in the fight against terrorism remain in the hands of the member states.”

In tandem with the creation of the counter-terrorism official, the European Union plans to create a mechanism to facilitate co-operation and information sharing between the European police and intelligence communities as well as judicial authorities. The prioritised areas of information exchange include: identifying terrorists’ “sleeping cells”, recruitment methods, financial bases and external connections.

The primary purpose is to streamline existing databases into real-time instruments on terrorist organisations and assets. The most interesting component of this proposal is to foster partnerships with the public and banking sectors; attempting to overcome institutional banking secrecy in some states; and developing an efficient system to follow financial transactions.

Some financial sectors, such as credit card companies, will continue to be reluctant to divulge fraud as it could undermine business confidence.

Another controversial aspect is the proposed introduction of obligatory storing of all telephone and communication data within the EU for specific periods. This would be limited to “trafficking” rather than content. However, many states are still reluctant and extremely unwilling to relinquish confidentiality and privacy enshrined in data protection legislation.

The European Union has already frozen 1.65m euros ($2m) in terrorist assets since the 11 September terrorist attacks. New proposals try to enhance monitoring of transactions in real-time. However, most of the measures assume terrorists only use banking facilities to move cash around.

Efforts to promote more efficient inter-agency co-ordination between national police and security agencies require a joint EU emergency preparedness doctrine, but with different levels of national preparedness and commitment it is a struggle to harmonise emergency planning and coordination.

Institutional shortcomings in translating counterterrorism policies and new initiatives into action as well as a reluctance among national security and intelligence groups to share information may be one reason for the growth of covert and unaccountable policy-making at international level, a fear highlighted in the first section of this report. The different approaches at national level, shaped by different traditions and experience, continue to hinder the ambitions of those who yearn for unified European engagement in the US-led war on terrorism.

Hitches in intelligence sharing and the flow of information between security agencies on the European level often mirrors similar problems within each country.

Britain’s approach, which is closest to the US strategy is set out elsewhere, but some of the differences in a selection of other European countries are highlighted below:
FRANCE

MEDIA KEY TO SCRUTINY OF SECURITY MEASURES

Armed with some of the strictest anti-terrorism laws and policies in Europe, the French government has aggressively targeted Islamic radicals and other people deemed a potential terrorist threat. France’s law enforcement strategy relies heavily on preemptive arrests, ethnic profiling and an efficient domestic intelligence-gathering network.

French anti-terrorism prosecutors and investigators are among the most powerful in Europe, backed by laws that allow them to interrogate suspects for days without interference from defense attorneys. In the French system, judges don’t serve as a check that can monitor potential abuses of the executive branch, they work closely with investigators and they are in charge of gathering the evidence.

The role of media in keeping a critical eye on the authorities remains pivotal to scrutiny of the civil liberties implications of French security policy.

GERMANY

FOCUS ON ISLAMIC FUNDAMENTALISTS

Although European investigators call for sharper tools and better intelligence-sharing in the war on terror, Germany’s attempts to adhere to these calls have foundered on the political realities that some measures are too hard to sell to the public and national institutions.

Interior minister Otto Schily, would like to give the Federal Crime Office — the Bundeskriminalamt or BKA — more “preventive powers,” including those which would allow German security forces to tap suspects’ telephones. But the German government is reluctant to reform the security services and bring in powers to mount increasingly sensitive and intrusive investigations.

Schily also wants to give the Federal Bureau of Criminal Investigation more “preventative” anti-terror capabilities and set up central register of Islamic extremists that would combine the information gleaned by Germany’s various law enforcement agencies into one databank. But this has stirred controversy. Political support has been lukewarm and rivalries between Germany’s three major law enforcement agencies and the complexity of the country’s security structure have added to the problems.

Germany is seeking to follow Britain and France, countries that have taken relatively tough approaches in combating Islamic fundamentalism. Germany is now considering a similar crackdown on imams, with Bavarian Interior Minister Günther Beckstein proposing to refuse visas to extremist imams wanting to visit the country.

France’s strict separation of church and state has enabled prosecutors to crack down much harder on Muslim imams. In 2004, the country deported several imams whose preachings French prosecutors deemed inflammatory.
GREECE

Fears for Journalists’ Rights

The penal code was revised in July 2004 in accordance with the International Convention for constraining terrorism funding. The revised law (paragraph 1, Article 40 Law 3251/2004-A 127/9.7.2004) stipulates a conviction to ten years imprisonment for anyone providing information or contributing in any other way, or providing money payments and capital as described in the International Convention to stop terrorist funding. No journalist has been prosecuted under this law, but journalists fear the reference to “information” may lead to journalists coming under scrutiny.

These concerns are not without substance, given the law on defamation by which a journalist can be convicted and fined up to 200,000 Euro. Despite pleas to the government to change it, a number of journalists have been prosecuted and convicted under the law.

However, Greek journalists have been victims of the harsh visa regulations put in place by the United States as part of its security strategy. In April 2005 the US Embassy in Athens refused Nikos Kiaos an entry visa to the US following an invitation by the Constantinos Karamanlis Foundation, a conservative think-tank. Nikos Kiaos is a former President of the IFJ-affiliated Journalists’ Union of Athens Daily Newspapers and a well known journalist working for the daily newspaper Eleftherotypia.

He is also someone jailed by the military regime in Greece for his resistance activities during the colonels’ dictatorship. US Embassy staff grilled him over his former activities and asked about his associates. He refused to answer and was refused a visa.

THE NETHERLANDS

Security Controls Spark Resistance

The Dutch parliament has debated long and hard how the country should tackle the threat of terrorism. The debate centred on a new batch of government proposals following the murder of filmmaker and columnist Theo van Gogh in November 2004. The man charged with that killing is a radical Muslim.

The call from a shocked society for measures to be taken was great immediately after the Van Gogh murder. Many people saw links between this attack and the earlier assassination of politician Pim Fortuyn and the Madrid bombings.

The government is adding hundreds of extra staff to the agencies involved in combating terrorism, and is allocating hundreds of millions of euros in additional funding for equipment as well as proposing a whole series of preventative measures such as banning suspect individuals from frequenting strategic places such as Amsterdam’s Schiphol airport, the port of Rotterdam or the Parliament in The Hague. But these measures have been met with fierce resistance from some civil liberties groups, as has a proposal to force ‘suspect figures’ (the words used by the minister of justice) to report regularly to the police or, otherwise, be placed in detention.

There is also opposition to another plan that would make it a criminal offence to condone or applaud certain acts of terrorism. Human rights organisations argue that this will infringe freedom of expression.
Britain’s anti-terrorism rules, among the toughest outside the United States, have required the suspension of the state’s obligations under European Human Rights law and have also prompted unprecedented criticism from civil rights groups, lawyers and the courts. Only weeks before a general election in 2005 the government was forced to concede time limits on the laws to guarantee their temporary renewal by Parliament.

In fact, anti-terrorism measures have done little to ensure Britain is safe and secure from terrorist attack, but they do much to infringe the civil liberties of those living in the UK. And the impact that they have on terrorism is questionable.

The Government’s prevention of terrorism laws, which predate the September 11 attacks, give the Home Secretary the power to issue ‘control orders’ to restrict the liberties of individuals. Without any need for a trial, control orders range from restrictions on communications to house arrest.

In order for them to have any legal base, the strengthening of these rules after September 11 have required derogation from Britain’s responsibilities under Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights to provide a fair trial for suspected foreign terrorists. Britain is the only country in membership of the Council of Europe that has felt it necessary to take such drastic action.

At the same time, London has officially been on so-called emergency alert since September 11, giving the police extended powers to stop, search and detain people. While some argue that the tough measures currently in place are precisely what have spared the city the horrors of a terrorist attack, the prophecies of the police and the secret service have been proved wrong, which may explain why judges are now speaking out against the way in which terrorism is being fought at the expense of civil liberties.

The judges understand well that harsh anti-terror laws are no guarantee – as the UK’s experience with the Northern Ireland conflict over the past 30 years has shown – that terrorism will stop. Infamous miscarriages of justice involving Irish suspects and use of the Prevention of Terrorism Acts in the 1970s and 1980s are a reminder of the dangers of rushed anti-terror laws which create a twin-track system delivering poor justice.

Worse still, they risk doing more harm than good. This was the case with Britain’s old Prevention of Terrorism Act, used during the Northern Ireland conflict to detain large numbers of people, most of whom were not subsequently charged with a terrorism-related offence.

The resentment that this caused among the province’s Catholic minority only served to sustain support for the nationalist terrorist group the IRA, not deter it. Similarly, long detentions without trial like those at Guantanamo and in the UK risk serving as recruiting-sergeants for the terror groups that the measures are aimed at curbing.

Britain’s new anti-terrorism laws bring separate laws governing Britain and Northern Ireland under one roof. They set down a list of outlawed terrorist organisations, including al-Qaeda and several others such as the Kurdistan Workers’ Party and the Tamil Tigers.

In the period from September 11 2001 to the end of 2004, there have been 701 arrests in the UK.
under anti-terror laws, but fewer than 20 have been convicted. Only 119 of those arrested have faced charges under the legislation, with another 45 being charged for other offences.

A further 135 people were charged under other legislation - including terrorist offences covered in other criminal law, such as the use of explosives. Only 17 have been convicted of offences under the Act.

It has been reported that 230 of those initially held under the Act were accused of other offences, such as credit card fraud and immigration irregularities.

To some critics, the fact that so many have been arrested then released without charge is evidence of "fishing expeditions" by the police.

For some campaigners, the disparity between the number of people arrested and those who eventually face charges is worrying. Critics say the sweeping powers granted by the law, which lower the normal standards of reasonable suspicion, have been used to target Muslims in particular. Community groups describe this as "racial profiling", for example considering somebody suspicious because of their style of dress.

Britain’s Law Society, representing the country’s lawyers, has condemned the indefinite internment of terror suspects as "totally unacceptable." In 2004, the country’s highest court, the House of Lords, ruled the indefinite detention of suspects to be a fundamental violation of democratic norms and the European human rights convention.

Although not binding, the verdict could change the fate of a dozen foreign prisoners, the majority in Belmarsh prison, south-east London, held without charge or trial for three years. They are certified as "suspected international terrorists". Law Lords are putting the onus on parliament to amend the law.

"The real threat to the life of the nation, in the sense of a people living in accordance with its traditional laws and political values, comes not from terrorism but from laws such as these," Lord Leonard Hoffmann wrote in the judgement.

The United Kingdom’s hardline approach, which is in contrast to the rest of the European Union (see below) has yet to provide compelling evidence to justify the widespread denial of fundamental rights.

In early April 2005 an al-Qaeda suspect was jailed for plotting to spread the deadly poison ricin and other toxins on the UK’s streets amidst claims of a major success for the so-called "war on terror." However, the conviction of Kamel Bourgass raised questions about the way in which criminal investigations are shamelessly exploited for political purposes by governments in the UK and United States, whether to justify the invasion of Iraq or the introduction of new legislation to restrict civil liberties.

A key unexplained issue was why the government laboratory, which analysed the material seized from a flat in London, at first said that a residue of ricin had been found when it had not. Indeed, no traces of biological or chemical weapons were detected as confirmed during the trial by scientists. This in turn raised the question of how much influence was played by Mohammed Meguerba a witness who, under interrogation in Algeria, had said that two pots of ricin had been manufactured in London. Despite the existence of recipes and probable ingredients, the two pots were never found.

There is speculation that Meguerba was tortured while in custody.

The government tried to use the prosecution to link a so-called "UK poison cell" to al-Qaeda via various documents, but the evidence never supported this. Thus despite a conviction for conspiracy to commit a public nuisance, the more damning charge of conspiracy to murder was not proved.

Moreover, the acquittal of four other defendants and the dropping of a planned trial against four more at the same time suggested that, despite all the publicity it generated, the trial and conviction was not a triumph for the government’s anti-terrorism policies.
RUSSIA

GOVERNMENT USES WAR ON TERROR TO TIGHTEN GRIP ON MEDIA

Following the September 11 attacks the Russian Union of Journalists warned that a campaign against terrorism can be used as an excuse for inappropriate restrictions on civil liberties and human rights – particularly in Chechnya, where Russia’s long-running battle against separatists has led to terrorist outrages and widespread concern over abuse of civil liberties by Kremlin forces.

It was a prescient warning. Within weeks Russia had introduced measures to ban the publication, broadcast or Internet posting of any “propaganda or justification” of extremist activity and curbs on media distribution of any information that could undermine counter-terrorist operations, or disclosing information about people involved in them. Lawmakers say the restrictions deny terrorists a platform, others warn that it merely opens the door to pressure on journalists.

Almost four years on continuing terrorist violence and the increasingly authoritarian response of leaders in Russia, which claims to be the closest ally of the United States when it comes to fighting the war on terrorism, has made even the administration of George Bush wary of the Kremlin’s credibility as a partner.

In a visit to Europe in February 2005 Condelezza Rice, the new Secretary of State, took up concerns of Western and Russian civil rights campaigners who accuse President Vladimir Putin of restricting democracy, with a particular reference to the Kremlin’s tightening grip on the media.

Since the September 11 attacks, Russia has tried to convince the international community that its operation in Chechnya is a contribution to the international campaign against terrorism. But as each month passes, the country becomes ever-more dangerous territory for journalists, who face the threat of arrests, attacks, raids, and even murder.

Ongoing impunity for the murder of journalists – around 12 have died in contract-style killings in the past five years, but no-one has been brought to justice – as well as legal restrictions on the press, continued persecution of journalists reporting on the war in Chechnya, and informal censorship of regional television stations have strengthened what the Committee to Protect Journalists says is the Kremlin’s Soviet-style control over the independent media.

The problems facing media were demonstrated by the coverage of the school siege in Beslan in the southern republic of Ossetia in September 2004, in which 1,200 people were taken hostage by terrorists and which led to the death of more than 340, mostly children.

Security agents and government officials obstructed, detained, and misled journalists during the hostage crisis and national coverage of the siege by Russian media was hesitant, sharply contrasting with non-stop Western broadcasting from the scene. Journalists were further hampered by misinformation fed by the government about the number of people involved. According to Novaya Gazeta, hostage-takers had access to television reports inside the school and were infuriated by the way the government appeared to be playing down numbers and events in Beslan. Hostages afterwards told the paper that this led the terrorists to forbid the children water on the second day.
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Anna Politkovskaya, a reporter from *Novaya Gazeta*, was allegedly poisoned on her way to Beslan on 1 September. She had to go to hospital to recover. Andrei Babitsky, a reporter for Radio Free Europe was prevented from covering the siege after a bizarre altercation at Moscow’s Vnukovo airport when he was arrested. Two reporters from a Georgian television station were arrested and a third expelled from Beslan to Moscow on 8 September. Raf Shakirov was forced to resign as editor of *Izvestia* for his newspaper’s coverage of the crisis and for criticism of the government’s handling of the siege.

The entire event prompted the Russian Duma to consider legislation restricting how the media cover terrorist attacks. If the news laws are passed it means that TV and radio journalists will not be allowed to report on terrorist crises until they have been resolved.

This is one of a series of restrictive legal reforms being considered by Parliament which, if passed, will strengthen the ability of government officials to interfere in editorial policies. A law being considered would require journalists to ask government permission to report on government anti-terror operations, essentially creating a policy of prior censorship.

The IFJ is also concerned by preparations of a new media law to replace the media legislation passed in 1991 which contains vaguely defined provisions requiring media outlets to re-register with the government, bans dissemination of “extremist” information, and tries to codify the ethical responsibilities of journalists.

The Putin government’s information blockade on Chechnya by restricting journalists’ access to the region continues to make it almost impossible for independent reporting from the region by local journalists. A major problem for journalists is the political control over the country’s national television channels—the state-run Channel One and Russia TV, as well as Gazprom’s NTV. Television coverage is largely uncritical of government.
Terrorism, gangsters and the often shadowy activities of state security agencies combine to create a vulnerable landscape for journalism. Throughout Latin America specific action against terrorists in a number of countries have reinforced the precarious conditions in which journalists find themselves. Some Latin American governments stigmatize opponents and pressure media to limit the scope of their work. To these pressures can be added the violence of an ongoing armed conflict, widespread corruption, and threats from security forces and public officials.
**ARGENTINA:**

**COMMUNICATIONS STORAGE AND CONTROL THAT LEADS THE WORLD**

Last year the Congress modified the law on telecommunications to the effect that the *contents* of communications – telephone, e-mail, internet – may be retained, a practice that is not explicitly envisaged by the law. Critics say the law is so vague as to make this interpretation plausible but nonetheless, both the law and the regulation that goes with it present constitutional problems.

Three new articles of the law oblige telecommunication service providers to create systems to record data concerning their users and customers and to ensure that they possess the necessary means to collect and store related data with details of the source and recipient. This can be accessed by the judiciary or a Public Ministry and service providers will have to store this data for a minimum of ten years. The definition of “telecommunication” included in the law means that its scope will not be limited to telephones, but will includes faxes, e-mails, internet chat and even information relating to the websites that are consulted by internet users.

The obligation to store data unconstitutional, insofar as it interferes with the right to privacy. This right not only protects the content of communications, but also the recording of their existence. Any interference with this right must be assessed in a restrictive manner, but this is not possible when the law establishes an indiscriminate obligation to record information, for a lengthy period, with the general aim of contributing to an improvement in the fight against crime. No countries which have brought in laws on this issue have established such a lengthy storage period. A European Union law envisages a maximum storage period of two years.

The regulations are vague in relation to the kinds of data that must be recorded. It would be possible to interpret this norm as allowing the inclusion of information that the law does not require service providers to record, including the *content of* communications. Thus, the decree is unconstitutional, independently of the objections that the law may give rise to.

Equally worrying is the fact that the body responsible for intercepting communications should be the Secretariat for State Intelligence (SIDE), which is also responsible for producing intelligence reports under current legislation.
Washington’s most expensive foreign military project before the September 11 attacks was the so-called Plan Colombia, in which two billion dollars – mainly for weapons and helicopters – was earmarked to combat a 40-year South American insurgency. Although Colombian rebels do not attack US on foreign soil, two rebel armies have been classified by the US as “foreign terrorist organisations.”

They are the country’s two major insurgent groups, the FARC (Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia) and the ELN (National Liberation Army). The State Department also added the insurgents’ paramilitary opponents - the AUC (United Self-Defence Forces of Colombia) - to the “terrorist” list; even as it continued to back a government narco-regime in Colombia that protects the paramilitaries in their massacres of civilians.

This classification has profound consequences for democracy, human rights, public health and justice in Colombia and has been compounded by the current Colombian government.

The Government of President Álvaro Uribe, which took power in August 2002, was elected on a hard-line ‘no negotiations’ policy with armed groups, which would be dealt with through direct military confrontation.

President Uribe uses the international war on terrorism to support this approach, and has built his policy on the discourse that there is no internal armed conflict in Colombia just threats from terrorism. Although this position is doubtful in international legal terms, it strongly underlines the intentions behind his policy: with terrorism there can be no negotiation, and this justifies the use of force.

In a nationally televised speech on September 8 2003, President Uribe attacked human rights defenders, saying, “Every time a security policy is carried out in Colombia to defeat terrorism, when terrorists start feeling weak, they immediately send their spokesmen to talk about human rights.”

And in the last week of February 2005, during a seminar on ‘Victims of Terrorism’ held in Bogotá, Vice-President Francisco Santos accused the Colombian news media of “creating an echo chamber for terrorist activities”.

In the name of fighting terrorism and to implement the “democratic security” policy, the Government has adopted or promoted the adoption of several measures that have resulted in the deterioration of human rights.

The Government has undermined the independence and impartiality of the judiciary, in particular the Constitutional Court. Particularly alarming is the systematic practice of arbitrary detentions and searches by security forces. For example, in Arauca, where the presence of the armed forces is extremely strong, these detentions are often based on unverified information provided by members of a “network of informants” or by reintegrated individuals who receive legal and economic benefits for their collaboration.24

On 30 August 2004, following a challenge by the Colombian Commission of Jurists and other NGOs, the Colombian Constitutional Court declared unconstitutional Legislative Act No. 2 2003, which granted judicial police powers to the military in cases of suspected terrorism. The Legislative Act granted the military the power to detain individuals, carry
out searches and intercept private communications without previous judicial order.

The Colombian government has stigmatized its opponents and pressured media to limit the scope of their work. To these pressures can been added the violence of an ongoing armed conflict, widespread corruption, and threats from security forces and public officials. As a result, Colombia today is a country suffering from an information deficit, where the information that does see the light of day is greatly distorted.

In Colombia, generally speaking, the mass media are very supportive of the government in their coverage. However freedom of expression is limited in many ways. Media base their information on official sources (for example military and police representatives at local level) and sources are restricted because of the climate of intimidation and the campaign targeting those journalists undertaking investigations.

Often, illegal armed groups and in some cases government representatives directly threaten journalists attempting to undertake investigations. Freedom of expression is also curtailed by limiting freedom of movement – in some regions, journalists and social workers are forced to operate under the threatening vigilance of armed groups; in conflict or militarised regions, public security forces restrict freedom of movement.

In Peru, the 924 Legal Decree, passed on 19 February 2003 defined a minimum prison term of six years for any act of terrorism. According to the IFJ affiliate, the Asociación Nacional de Periodistas (ANP), the 924 Legal Decree, which includes a paragraph from article 316 of the Penal Code, is ambiguous, due to the fact that it does not define clearly what is a terrorist offence.

Members of civil society on the one hand, and journalists in particular, could be arrested under such a legal clause, in cases where they express their opinions or give information regarding violations of human rights.

On 3 January 2003, the Constitutional Tribunal affirmed that legislation concerning anti-terrorism was unconstitutional, in accordance with the terms laid down under the decree laws 25475 and 25880, respectively, in force since 1992, considering it a generic, excessive and unnecessary level of “over-criminalization” given that such an offence is already covered under article 316 of the Penal Code.
The 22-country Arab League first agreed joint anti terrorist strategies in 1998, which commit Arab countries to deny refuge, training and financial or military support to groups that launch attacks on other Arab nations. The agreement exempts “resistance movements” because efforts to secure liberation and self-determination are not considered terrorism, unless, not surprisingly, it is a liberation effort directed at an Arab government. The agreement is aimed primarily at Islamic fundamentalists seeking to topple the governments in Egypt, Algeria and the Persian Gulf. In most Arab states media continue to exist in a twilight world of harsh regulation and governmental influence, despite the excitement and undoubted progress that has accompanied the growth of independent satellite television in the region.
In the wake of September 11th, the ideology of hard-line repression has become an integral part of the counterinsurgency policy in an ongoing conflict that has claimed at least 100,000 lives in the last 10 years.

Algeria is home to two prominent extreme Islamic terrorists groups, the Armed Islamic Group (GIA) and the GSPC (Salafist Groups for Preaching and Combat) which are both seeking an Islamic state in Algeria. Algeria first adopted anti-terrorist laws in 1992 and these were adapted for the penal code in 1995. These restrict access to information, freedom of movement and the rights of journalists to report on certain subjects.

Although the number of victims in the internal conflict has fallen dramatically in recent years, pressure on journalists continues. 2004 was a particularly hard year for the Algerian media with imprisonment, threats, censorship among the daily problems facing journalists, although this is part of continuing difficulties between independent journalism and the state rather than specifically as a result of security measures.

In January 2005, the Court in Sidi M’hamed (Algiers), under the law of national security, condemned the editors of the newspapers *El Khabar* and *El Watan*, Ali Djerri and Omar Belhouchet, and El Watan’s journalist Salima Tlemçani, to a six month suspended sentence. The newspaper, *Le Soir d’Algerie*, faces a threat of suspension for six months following a defamation trial.

Mohammed Benchicou, journalist and editor of *Le Matin*, was arrested on 14 June 2004 and sentenced to two years jail for an offence concerning an exchange of money which the IFJ and local journalists protest is little more than a trumped up charge against a highly-respected journalist highly critical of the regime of President Bouteflika.

His case has caused particular concern because he is suffering from acute cervical arthritis and carries the risk of having his face paralyzed. There have been repeated appeals for his immediate release from jail. However, so far these have been ignored, reflecting the determination of the Algerian authorities to strengthen its position over the independent press.
Egypt has a long history of using anti-terrorism decrees and emergency rule to stifle dissent, as well as to punish opponents advocating or using violence. But repressive measures have intensified since the September 11 attacks.

Extraordinary conditions are not new, indeed they are the norm, because Egypt has been under emergency rule – Emergency Law No. 162 of 1958 – for most of the past 35 years, and continuously since the assassination of President Anwar Sadat in October 1981.

The government has routinely used its authority under the law to arrest individuals at will and detain them without trial for prolonged periods, refer civilians to military or exceptional state security courts, and prohibit strikes, demonstrations, and public meetings.

On 23 February 2003, the government introduced a bill in Parliament to extend the law for another three years. It was passed on the same day, justifying the move on the basis of the war on terrorism. The prime minister said most of this legislation was “permanent” and “adopted the principles to which we have adhered in the Egyptian Emergency Law.”

In the early 1990s, following a resurgence of political violence spearheaded by several armed Islamist groups, the government introduced “anti-terror” decrees, notably Law No. 97 of 1992, that gave security and intelligence forces still greater powers of arrest and detention. In its submission to the U.N. Security Council Counter-Terrorism Committee, the government highlighted Law No. 97’s extremely broad definition of terrorism, as “any use of force or violence or any threat or intimidation to which the perpetrator resorts in order to carry out an individual or collective criminal plan aimed at disturbing the peace or jeopardizing the safety and security of society and which is of such a nature as to create harm or create fear in persons or imperil their lives, freedom or security, harm the environment; damage or take possession of communications; prevent or impede the public authorities in the performance of their work; or thwart the application of the Constitution or of laws or regulations.” The U.N. Human Rights Committee has questioned this broad and general definition of terrorism in national law.

Since September 11, 2001, Egypt has arrested hundreds of suspected government opponents, many for alleged membership of the Muslim Brotherhood, a banned but non-violent group, and possession of “suspicious” literature. Many of those arrested, including professors, medical doctors and other professionals, have been referred to military courts or to emergency and regular state security courts whose procedures do not meet international fair trial standards.

In January and February 2003, state security forces used emergency law provisions to detain without charge or trial persons involved in peaceful demonstrations opposing military intervention in Iraq and in support of the Palestinian uprising against Israeli military occupation.

Top Egyptian officials have frequently cited the 11 September 2001 attacks to justify Egypt’s repressive policies. “There is no doubt that the events of September 11 created a new concept of democracy that differs from the concept that Western states defended before these events, especially in regard to the freedom of the individual,” President Mubarak said in December 2001, adding that the US decision to authorize military tribunals “proves that we were right from the beginning in using all means, including military tribunals.”

On a number of occasions before and after September 2001, the US has encouraged and participated in the rendition of suspects to Egypt from third countries without regard for extradition or other legal procedures.
Victim of Terrorism, But Under Fire for Its Own Record

Saudi Arabia has been a victim of terrorism for more than 30 years, and it was in 1995 that Al-Qaeda first struck against the Kingdom. Since then Saudi authorities have worked closely with the US, particularly to trace and sequester funds for terrorists. In 1996, a joint Counter-Terrorism Committee with the United States was set up to share information on Al-Qaeda.

After September 11, Saudi Arabia has increased its counter-terrorism effort and has questioned more than 2,000 individuals, made more than 250 arrests and recently referred 90 Al-Qaeda suspects to the courts to stand trial.

However, the cycle of political violence in Saudi Arabia has intensified since May 2003 with increased lethal attacks by armed groups. The government pursuit of the so-called “war on terror,” with disturbing disregard for the rule of law and international human rights standards, has also resulted in multiple human rights violations, says Amnesty International.

A number of bombings, including suicide bombings, as well as individually targeted killings of mainly western civilians, have been carried out by armed groups or individual gunmen. Government forces have been involved in house raids and street chases of suspected armed groups and individuals, often with fatal consequences.

Scores of civilians are reported to have been killed since May 2003, but the exact number and circumstances surrounding the killings are not known due to government policy and the practice of secrecy. Saudi Arabia has publicly supported and extended cooperation to various international efforts to combat terrorism and has signed a multilateral agreement under the auspices of the Arab League to fight terrorism. However, the lack of free expression in the country makes proper scrutiny of government action almost impossible.
The Tunisian government has used September 11 to further restrict freedom of association, movement, and expression, and to trumpet its support for President George Bush’s “global war on terror” according to the IFEX Tunisia monitoring group.

A new law criminalising freedom of expression was passed at the end of 2003 allegedly to support “the international efforts in matters of the fight against terrorism and money laundering.” The Tunisian Human Rights League (LTDH) said after the promulgation of this law, “the year 2003 has been marked by the promulgation of laws of an unprecedented serious character in terms of their violation of the right to information.”

“The "Anti-terrorism" Law of 10 December 2003 aimed at supporting “international efforts to combat terrorism and money laundering” has a very vague and broad definition of terrorism. Promulgated, ironically, on the anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 2003, this law prompted widespread concern amid local and international human rights groups that acts of freedom of expression criticising President Ben Ali’s policies would be considered as “acts of terrorism.”

Long before the promulgation of this law, the Tunisian government had its own definition of “acts of terrorism.” Hundreds of Tunisian prisoners of conscience and political activists in exile, who have never advocated or used violence, are labelled ‘terrorists’ by the authorities and the state-run media.

Mohammed Abbou, a lawyer and member of the National Council for Liberties in Tunisia (Conseil National pour les Libertés en Tunisie), is facing prosecution over two articles published on the internet in which he criticised the Tunisian government. If convicted, he risks a sentence of up to 15 years’ imprisonment.

Critics of the case say he is being tried solely for the peaceful exercise of his right to freedom of expression. He was detained on March 1 following an article in which he denounced torture in Tunisia following the interest generated by images of torture practised on Iraqi prisoners in Abou Grahib.

In the light of the country’s continuing rigorous control over media, both written and audiovisual, efforts by journalists to scrutinise or express critical opinions remain extremely limited. The problem of free expression in Tunisian society will be the focus of discussion at the World Summit on Information Society planned for November 2005.
Just 45 days after the September 11 attacks, with virtually no debate, the United States Congress passed the USA Patriot Act. Many parts of this sweeping legislation take away checks on policing and law enforcement and threaten fundamental rights of citizens. For example, without a warrant and without probable cause, the FBI now has the power to access private medical records, library records, and student records – and can do so in secrecy without fear of being reported by media thanks to gag laws in the Act.

This law came into effect on the back of widespread public anxiety. In the days after September 11 people appeared all too willing to give up their essential liberties. A poll conducted by ABC News and the Washington Post on September 13 found that 92 percent of respondents said they would support “new laws that would make it easier for the FBI and other authorities to investigate people they suspect of involvement in terrorism.” Support dropped only slightly, to 71 percent, when people were asked whether they were prepared “to give up” some of Americans’ personal liberties and privacy.

Now there are plans by the Department of Justice to introduce a new Act – already dubbed Patriot II – that would further erode key freedoms and liberties of all Americans.

However, civil liberties campaigners and many on both the left and right of the political spectrum believe that before new laws are introduced there must be a review of the first Patriot Act. In April 2005 Senate hearings began on the impact of the Act.

The USA Patriot Act (officially the Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act) is a large and complex law that received little Congressional oversight and debate, and was signed into law by President Bush in October 2001.

The Act gives sweeping anti-privacy powers to domestic police and international intelligence agencies and eliminates checks and balances that previously gave courts the opportunity to ensure that those powers were not abused.

The law dramatically expands the ability of states and the Federal Government to conduct surveillance of citizens: The measure eases the rules surrounding telephone tapping. The Government can monitor an individual’s use of the Internet, use roving intercepts to listen in on telephone calls made by individuals “proximate” to the primary person being tapped, access Internet Service Provider records, and monitor the private records of people involved in legitimate protests. The Act allows the FBI to install software on any Internet service provider, to monitor all e-mail messages and keep track of the web-surfing of people suspected of having contacts with a foreign power.

The Act is not limited to terrorism: The Act defines “domestic terrorism” so broadly that political organisations could be subjected to the seizure of property for engaging in civil disobedience, for example. Non-citizens can be imprisoned without charge, simply on the attorney-general’s injunction,
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Additionally, the Government can add samples to DNA databases for individuals convicted of "any crime of violence." Government spying on suspected computer trespassers (not just terrorist suspects) requires no court order. Wiretaps are allowed for any suspected violation of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, offering possibilities for Government spying on any computer user.

Foreign and domestic intelligence agencies can more easily spy on Americans: Powers under the existing Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) have been broadened to allow for increased surveillance. FISA standards are lower than the constitutional standard applied by the courts in regular investigations. The Patriot Act partially repeals legislation enacted in the 1970s that prohibited pervasive surveillance of Americans.

The Patriot Act eliminates Government accountability: While the Patriot Act freely eliminates privacy rights for individual Americans, it makes life more difficult for journalists and media by creating more secrecy for Government activities, making it extremely difficult to scrutinise what the Government is doing.

The Patriot Act authorises the use of “sneak and peek” search warrants in connection with any federal crime, including misdemeanors: A “sneak and peek” warrant allows the police and security services to enter private homes without the occupant’s permission or knowledge and without informing the occupant that such a search was conducted.

As well as the invasion of individual privacy, the blank cheque given to the FBI by the Act threatens the confidentiality of journalists’ sources, an issue of growing concern within US journalism (See Below).

While certain key provisions of that law have been adjudicated as unconstitutional, and there are lingering concerns about the impact that the Patriot Act has on journalists who are attempting to provide the public with necessary and accurate information related to government policies and practices related to counter-terrorism.

The IFJ affiliated American Federation of Radio and Television Artists (AFTRA) has condemned the increasing use of legal pressure to intimidate journalists and to limit journalists’ ability to gather information. In a resolution adopted on 20 November 2004, the Federation took up the case of Jim Taricani of Rhode Island’s WJAR-TV 10, who was sentenced to six months of home confinement on 9 December 2004 because he refused to disclose to the court the name of the person who gave him a videotape made in the course of an FBI undercover investigation. He was sentenced despite the fact that the source identified himself on 26 November.

AFTRA also took up the case of reporter Demorris Lee of the News Observer newspaper in Raleigh, North Carolina who was arrested on charges of harassment after he left two telephone messages on someone’s voice mail asking if she wanted to respond to allegations against her. The messages were not threatening, just asking for comment. Although neither case is linked directly to the war on terrorism, they represent an alarming trend, said AFTRA, whereby reporters are increasingly subject to threats of legal action or intimidation by police.

Moreover, the Administration has taken the view that information that is embarrassing to it must be kept secret for reasons of national security. As a result it has been extremely difficult for journalists to uncover information about how the Patriot Act

The Bush administration uses insidious tactics to attempt to discredit journalists who file stories that appear critical of the White House. In July 2003, ABC news reporter Jeffrey Kofman filed a story about the plummeting morale of the troops in Iraq on ABC’s World News Tonight in which he interviewed soldiers questioning the credibility of the US Army. One soldier interviewed angrily suggested that Secretary of Defence Donald Rumsfeld should resign. The day after, a Bush official contacted The Drudge Report (an internet website) in an attempt to discredit Kofman personally, telling Drudge that Kofman was not worthy of credibility in that he was gay and held Canadian citizenship.
has been used, and even information about whether particular sections have been used at all.

In the three years since the law’s passage, a growing and bipartisan group of conservative and progressive critics have called on Congress to reexamine and reform certain troubling parts of the law. Of particular concern has been the use of the act’s secret search and surveillance authority. This has prompted a new bill, the bipartisan Security and Freedom Enhancement (SAFE) Act of 2005, which was unveiled on April 5th 2005.

Congressional hearings on the Patriot Act, parts of which are set to expire by the end of the year unless Congress votes to renew them will be held during 2005. Critics of the law want changes to three of the law’s most-controversial provisions:

• They want the wording clarified to establish that the intention is to fight terrorists — not let police and security agencies engage in fishing expeditions or silence dissent.

• They want the sections allowing secret searches of homes, businesses and personal property and giving access to library, medical and firearm-ownership records modified to require that police present evidence to a federal judge supporting a link with suspected terrorism before warrants are served.

• They want the language of the section that allows surveillance of protests rewritten to require a definite connection with suspected terrorism because the provisions are too broad and vague which opens the process to abuse.

The clearest indications yet of Patriot Act abuse concerns the case of an Oregon lawyer Brandon Mayfield, a Muslim lawyer, who last year was falsely implicated by the FBI as a suspect in the Madrid train bombings of March 2004. The FBI carried out a secret search of the Mayfield’s in which he was wrongly suspected, accused and detained as a perpetrator of the Madrid terrorist attacks.

The US attorney general admitted that the FBI used Patriot Act amendments to an intelligence law, which made it easier to deploy in criminal cases, to secretly search Mayfield’s home and campaigners say the case reveals how unchecked powers in the law dramatically compound federal investigative errors leading to abuse of civil rights.

Despite the Bush Administration’s efforts to cover up information about how controversial provisions of the Patriot Act are used, some disturbing information has become public. According to the ACLU the government used the Patriot Act to try to close an Internet Service Provider, to gag the provider and even to gag the ACLU from disclosing this abuse to the public when it became aware of it. It has been used to bar a prominent Muslim scholar, a Swiss national, from taking up a post at Notre Dame University and to charge, detain, and prosecute a Muslim student in Idaho because he posted links to objectionable materials on an Internet website, even though such links were available on the website of a major news outlet.

Because the Act is used to investigate and prosecute crimes that have nothing to do with terrorism offences it has enhanced the power of the FBI to spy on Americans for “intelligence” as opposed to criminal purposes, said the ALCU. Other “information sharing” provisions direct highly personal information about Americans into the hands of the CIA and the Department of Defence, without meaningful restrictions on how it is used or redistributed.  

Civil libertarians are not the only ones raising concern. A federal commission on terrorism which reported in December 2003 concluded that aggressive antiterrorism policies, when combined with increasingly sophisticated surveillance technologies, could have a “chilling effect” on the right to privacy and other fundamental civil liberties. This report appeared only days before two federal courts rebuked the Bush administration for ignoring constitutional restraints in the name of fighting terrorism. 

A federal appeals court panel in December 2004 ruled that crucial parts of an antiterrorism law were unconstitutional because the law, which the Bush administration heavily relies on risks ensnaring innocent humanitarians. Ruling on a case involving two groups that perform humanitarian and advocacy
work on behalf of Kurds in Turkey and Tamils in Sri Lanka, the Ninth Circuit court found that under the government’s interpretation, a person who sends money to an orphanage in Sri Lanka run by a banned group or “a woman who buys cookies from a bake sale outside of her grocery store to support displaced Kurdish refugees” could face a lengthy prison sentence for supporting terrorists.

Despite growing criticism, the Bush Administration is gearing up for a struggle to renew the Patriot Act, at the same time the White House continues to battle with the courts over its detention of more than 500 terror suspects, many now held for three years with no legal advice and no indication of whether they will be charged.

In June 2004, the Supreme Court made rulings that were a severe blow to Mr Bush’s detentions policy. First, the court ruled that prisoners at Guantanamo had the right to petition against their detention. Second, it decided that Yaser Hamdi, an American citizen captured in Afghanistan, could not be held indefinitely as an “enemy combatant” without any opportunity to face a court. He was subsequently sent back to Saudi Arabia, where he had been living.

The legal battles over basic rights aside, fears over press freedom and the constitutional protection of the First Amendment do not so much concern official censorship — that is, bans enacted by the government — as self-censorship, a phenomenon that is far more dangerous in an age of media conglomerates than it would have been in an earlier time.

Although media emerged from immediate aftermath of September 11 in relatively good shape — during the first days after the attacks, “an unprecedented 89%” of the public gave the media a positive rating, according to the Pew Research Centre — within weeks the situation changed dramatically.

In an atmosphere of widespread public anxiety Arab-Americans were harassed and attacked. Government officials warned media about playing into the hand of terrorists.

Music was censored. In Texas, the FBI shut down Arabic Web sites, prompting, according to Reuters, charges of conducting an “anti-Muslim witch hunt.” In Baltimore, the Sun reported that anchors and even a weather forecaster at one TV station were required “to read messages conveying full support for the Bush administration’s efforts against terrorism.” When staffers objected, the message was changed to indicate that it came from “station management.”

There were numerous cases of individual journalists and news staff victimised for expressing views that were at odds with the conventional wisdom of the political and military administration.

The Newspaper Guild-CWA established a web site to publicise attacks on the media. It issued advice and guidance on dealing with the threat of anthrax following the targeting of media organisations and the death of a Florida-based journalist.

The harsh climate in the months and years since the US anti-terrorism laws have been in force has prompted a crisis of self-censorship as well as undue government influence over the United States media — most tellingly revealed in the failure of journalists to seriously question the Bush Administration over its basis for going to war in Iraq, which has led to an unusual bout of self-criticism within major media, including iconic titles such as the New York Times and the Washington Post.

The media suffer, too, from interference by a government that is more than willing to invest in propaganda and political spin. The Bush administration has spent $254 million in its first four years on contracts with public relations firms,
more than double the amount spent by the Clinton administration.

In addition, more than 20 government agencies including the State Department and the Defence Department have been creating fake news broadcasts for propaganda purposes and these are being used by mainstream media. 34

Most of these tapes are very skillfully done, including “interviews” that seem genuine and “reporters” who look much like the real thing. But they are unpaid commercial announcements for the White House or some other part of the government.

Many television stations that have slashed editorial budgets and are unwilling to spend the money needed for real news gathering have been more than happy to use the government’s made to measure journalism. The Fox News affiliate in Memphis, for instance, used its own reporter to voice over a State Department video, using the text provided. An Illinois station was so eager to snap up a low-cost filler that it asked the Agriculture Department to have its so-called “reporter” refer to the station’s morning show in his closing lines. Television stations serving bigger markets, like San Diego (the ABC affiliate) and Louisville, Ky. (the Fox affiliate) have also been guilty of this practice.

Meanwhile, journalists who offend the government with their critical approach to the Iraq war or those who produce terrorism stories are under increased pressure.

In February 2005 US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit upheld a jail sentence for journalists Matthew Cooper of Time magazine and Judith Miller of the New York Times, found to be in contempt of court for refusing to disclose their sources. The case is now going to the full appeals court.

The two journalists were charged with having refused to disclose their sources to a grand jury set up to investigate the leaks from the White House that led to the identity of a CIA agent, Valerie Plame, being revealed in the press. Bush administration officials are suspected of leaking Plame's name to punish her husband, former ambassador Joseph Wilson, for publicly contradicting claims made by President Bush to justify invading Iraq.

Two other journalists have been cited for questioning about their sources in this case: Tim Russert of NBC and Walter Pincus of the Washington Post. Robert Novak, who was the first to publish Plame’s name, on July 14, 2003, has always refused to say if he has been questioned about his sources.

Miller looked into the Plame case but ended up not writing any story about it. Cooper wrote in Time (July 17, 2003) that government officials had leaked Plame’s identity. He was given an initial jail sentence in early August 2004, which was lifted after his source waived their confidentiality agreement and thereby allowed him to be questioned by the grand jury. But on September 14, he was cited again for questioning with regard to his other sources in this case.
Conclusions

1. Having considered the current state of policymaking at national and international level, it is impossible not to conclude that the war on terrorism amounts to a devastating challenge to the global culture of human rights and civil liberties established almost 60 years ago.

2. While terrorist attacks in a number of countries have claimed many lives and while steps must be taken to ensure public safety, the response by governments to the threats posed by terrorism is out of all proportion.

3. Some countries are using the perceived threat of terrorism to justify new laws to stifle political opposition and free expression.

4. Of broader concern is the fact that global migration controls and new international security strategies divert attention and resources away from the root causes of global migration and insecurity – poverty and inequality.

5. At the same time, increased police powers to monitor the communications of citizens and the collection and storage of personal data on an unprecedented and global scale are leading to the creation of a surveillance society in which the citizen is increasingly accountable to the authorities and the state.

6. These powers undermine democratic standards, because they are introduced in covert processes which are secretive and outside the orbit of parliamentary accountability.

7. The war on terrorism has legitimised the renewal of “emergency powers” and “civil contingencies” legislation, much of it untouched since World War II and the height of the nuclear threat during the Cold War.

8. The legislation developed since September 11th 2001 hands new emergency powers to governments covering civil administration, communications, transport, electricity and other key aspects of material life. In the UK, the US, Australia and other western states, these updated powers mean that in times of emergency, the military and other organs of state will assist the government of the day and parliaments will be by-passed.

9. This brief synopsis and the selected regional and country reports reveal that the war on terrorism is undermining more than half of the minimum standards in the 1948 UN Universal Declaration on Human Rights. It is hard to justify such an assault on fundamental rights.

10. Though these rights were by no means absolute before September 11, the message that they can be sacrificed to fight terrorism is a new and dangerous one. This understanding is now widespread within the apparatus of state – particularly among the military, the police, immigration and intelligence agencies. And it is with unflinching conviction that governments increasingly insist civil liberties need to be sacrificed in the defence of national security and public safety. They believe they are doing the right thing.
11. Governments appear oblivious to the fact that the mechanisms they choose to fight terrorism – military action, increased power for police, risk profiling, immigration controls, propaganda and manipulation of media – also nurture anxiety and more fearfulness within society.

12. As a result, the war on terrorism has fomented a new intolerance in many societies over migration and asylum-seeking, buttressed by fears over religious, ethnic and cultural difference, that are exploited by unscrupulous and extremist politicians.

13. The updated information in this selection of country reports confirms that the effects of the war on terrorism are even more pronounced in the world of journalism.

14. Media need to be more active in the scrutiny of government and those dealing with security, particularly at a time when laws are consolidated and refined into a permanent legal framework and which, through unprecedented levels of international co-operation, can form the basis of a global mechanism for social control.

15. However, it is increasingly difficult for journalists to track changes in policy, to investigate the actions of states and to provide useful and timely information to citizens because of laws and policies that discourage legitimate journalistic inquiry into terrorism and its root causes.

16. Journalists and media face a range of problems – restrictions on freedom of movement, increasingly strident demands from authorities to reveal sources of information, and undue pressure from political leaders to toe the official line on security issues.

17. When media are constrained from investigating and exposing the impact of changes in national and global security policy and when they are the victims of political spin and propaganda it adds significantly to the weakening of civil liberties and democracy.
The first draft of this report was considered by journalists’ representatives from 30 countries at a conference organised by the International Federation of Journalists in co-operation with its Spanish affiliate, ELA-STV, in Bilbao, Spain, on April 2-3rd 2005. Below is the final declaration adopted unanimously by that meeting:

**WE, THE PARTICIPANTS AT THE IFJ CONFERENCE JOURNALISM, WAR AND CIVIL LIBERTIES, HELD IN EUSKALDUNA, BILBAO, ON APRIL 2-3RD 2005,**

**Believing** that respect for human rights and democracy are the benchmarks of civilised society,

**Insisting** that respect for free expression, independent journalism and the people’s right to know are core rights that provide essential safeguards for the exercise of democracy,

**Considering** that all forms of indiscriminate violence and terrorism against civilians are unacceptable and threaten journalism and press freedom,

**Rejecting** the message that fundamental rights can be sacrificed to fight terrorism,

**Noting** that concerns over security and terrorism have led many democratic states to enact laws and regulations that undermine almost half of the minimum standards set out in the 1948 UN Universal Declaration on Human Rights,

**Recognising** that these laws when adopted in democratic states are used by authoritarian regimes to reinforce their oppressive systems,

**Convinced** that attacks on independent journalism add significantly to the weakening of civil liberties and attachment to democratic values across the world,

**Concerned** at the construction of a global registration and surveillance infrastructure in which people around the world and journalists in particular, are registered, their travel tracked globally, and their electronic communications and transactions monitored,

**Further concerned** at the growth of new forms of intolerance and community tensions, which are being exploited by ruthless and unscrupulous political and social forces,
Declare

1. That governments must not sacrifice civil liberties in the defence of public safety,
2. That laws, hastily prepared and enacted in the immediate aftermath of September 11, should be repealed wherever they are in violation of fundamental rights and freedoms,
3. That forms of international co-operation on security issues must not lead to a global mechanism for surveillance, command and social control of society at large,
4. That media need more than ever to be active in the scrutiny of the actions of government,
5. That journalists and editors must maintain editorial independence and must guard against self-censorship,
6. That independent organisation of journalists in unions and associations is an essential safeguard for press freedom, self-regulation and editorial independence,
7. That all forms of violence against media and targeting of journalists and media staff are completely unacceptable,
8. That all restrictions on journalists’ freedom of movement, pressure on them to reveal sources of information, and manipulation of media by political leaders on security issues are unacceptable,
9. That independent journalism’s vital role in investigating and exposing the impact of changes in national and global security policy on society at large is crucial to the future of democratic society,
10. That the IFJ should
   a) launch its updated report on Journalism, Civil Liberties and the War on Terrorism for Press Freedom Day 2005,
   b) develop a new global campaign among journalists’ unions to raise awareness of security policies and their impact on the right to report,
   c) reiterate IFJ policy on importance of pluralism, press freedom and open government at national and international level, and the need for tolerance in journalism, as adopted at the Bilbao international conference on the issue in 1997,
   d) join with other trades unions, human rights campaigners and relevant civil society groups to build an effective coalition against further attacks on civil liberties and democratic rights,
   e) promote debates at national and international level on the need for professional vigilance, ethical conduct and improvement of journalists’ capacity to work without undue political pressure.
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